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Carl Schmi!  and the 
Exceptional Sovereign

Political actors remain ignorant of the satanic powers that are 
at work. ! ese powers are inexorable and create consequences 
for their actions and also subjectively for themselves, against 

which they are helpless if they fail to perceive them.

Max Weber, “Science as a Vocation”

He who " ghts with monsters should look to it that he 
himself does not become a monster. And when you gaze 

long into an abyss, the abyss also gazes into you.

Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil

O N E  O F  T H E  Q U E S T I O N S  O N  W H I C H  I  F O C U S E D  I N  T H E  C H A P T E R S  O N 

Weber, Freud, and Lenin was the rise during the ! rst years of the last century 
of an intensi! ed concern with the ! gure of the leader"and not just a leader 
but a kind of “super” leader, a person with qualities that transcended the or-
dinary. Although I presented arguments against this view in chapter #, one 
can apparently plausibly make the claim that responsibility for, or at least the 
initiation of, this tendency lies with Nietzsche.$ % is focus was the result of 
many factors, but foremost among them was the way of dealing with the mak-
ing of judgments in a world where certainty was understood to be in principle 
unavailable. One could rely, therefore, only on a person of exceptional qual-
ities"possessing what Weber identi! ed as charisma. In various but similar 
ways, the idea of vocation was adduced as what one might call a substitute force 
for a realm of trans- or suprahuman authority"for a banister. As Weber pro-

&. Heinz Schla' er, Das entfesselte Wort: Nietzsches Stil und seine Folgen (Munich: Hanser, #(()), esp. 
&*#' ., argues that Nietzsche is centrally responsible for this with his discussion of the Übermensch. It also 
has origins in Kant’s discussion of the genius. See chapter &.
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claimed: if one was called, one could “do no other.” Like a work of art, the ac-
tions of such individuals would have the quality of commanding a response. 
One should note here that even the expostulation “% at’s a painting? My four-
 year- old could do that!” is a response and one called forth by the painting. Not 
everything calls forth a response: the material on the wall of my Holiday Inn 
room is likely a case in point. But, insofar as something is aesthetic, it will, by 
virtue of being experienced as aesthetic, call forth a response.

Coupled with this experience of the leader was the hope that such a force 
(one hesitates to call him or her or it an individual) might provide a remedy to 
the disenchanted world in which it was thought that humans increasingly lived. 
“% e mass of men live lives of quiet desperation,” wrote % oreau in the middle 
of the nineteenth century. At about the same time, John Stuart Mill turned his 
a+ ention to the problem of achieving an authentic existence in an age of increas-
ingly conformity, arguing that autonomy was a state that had to be achieved 
rather than being simply given. His friend Tocqueville had expressed the same 
worries about America and his home country. If magic has been taken from the 
world, how might one recover it? % ese questions, which preoccupy all those I 
look at in this volume, are also those of Carl Schmi+ ., Schmi+ , more than Weber 
and as much as Lenin, will center his analysis around a particular understanding 
of acts that are those of a sovereign, a being by de! nition exceptional.

Schmi+  was a"perhaps the"leading jurist during the Weimar Republic 
(&-&-– ..). Born in &///, the son of a Catholic Westphalian businessman, he 
was educated as a lawyer and legal theorist at a number of universities, taking 
his Habilitation eventually in Strasbourg (then part of Germany) in &-&0. He 
received positions at several German universities, becoming a professor of law 
at the University of Cologne in &-.# and at the University of Berlin in &-... It is 
worth noting here that being a professor in the German academic system (the 
title precedes that of doctor) also meant being a (very) high- ranking senior 
civil servant and, as such, subject to the regulations governing the behavior of 
civil servants. While Schmi+ ’s work was in legal theory and the theory of sov-
ereignty, it was shaped by the concerns raised by the con1 icts and di2  culties 
of the Weimar Republic.

Schmi+  joined the Nazi Party (the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbei-
terpartei [NSDAP], or National Socialist German Workers Party) in May &-.., 
the same month as did Martin Heidegger, then perhaps the leading philoso-

#. % ere are a number of more or less biographical accounts of Schmi+ . By far the most complete"
alas, to a point of oversatiation"is Reinhard Mehring, Carl Schmi! : Aufstieg und Fall: Eine Biographie 
(Munich: Beck, #((-).
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pher in Germany. In November of that year, he became the president of the 
National Socialist Jurists Association. He published works that were support-
ive of the Nazi Party, including some that were anti- Semitic.3 All did not go 
smoothly: one tends to forget that there were in Nazism diverse factions, as 
there are in all political movements, and Schmi+  found himself on the los-
ing side of several controversies. Severely criticized in several o2  cial organs, 
he was protected by Hermann Goering. He remained a member of the party 
as well as professor of law at the University of Berlin between &-.. and &-*0; 
he was detained a4 erward by the victorious Allies. While never charged with 
crimes,5 he never recanted or apologized for his membership in the NSDAP. A 
major ! gure for the German political and cultural Right, he continued to write 
and was in personal and epistolary contact with many prominent postwar intel-
lectuals, including the Hegelian- Marxist Alexandre Kojève, the philosopher-
 theologian Jacob Taubes, and the politically complex Ernst Jünger. He died in 
the town in which he was born, Ple+ enburg, in April &-/0.

: : :
Before the Second War"indeed, before &-.* or &-.0"Schmi+  had been of 
importance to thinkers across the entire political spectrum. % ough always a 
man of the Right, he was in1 uential on prominent members of what was to be-
come the Frankfurt school, a group of le4 - wing critical thinkers also strongly 
in1 uenced by Marx that included Max Horkheimer, % eodor Adorno, and 
Walter Benjamin. Recent work has found important in1 uences of his thought 
in the work of people like Hannah Arendt and even in so-called postmodern-
ists like Jean- François Lyotard. Indeed, in " e Politics of Friendship, Jacques 
Derrida devotes several chapters to him.6 In the middle of the political spec-

.. Gopal Balakrishnan (" e Enemy: An Intellectual Portrait of Carl Schmi!  [London: Verso, #(((], &)0) 
argues that, until the last years of the Weimar Republic, Schmi+  expressed no anti- Semitic views and that, 
during the Nazi period (into which he “stumbled”), he “became skilled at transforming crude anti- Semitic 
ideograms into a higher order theoretical discourse.” See also “Among Enemies: A Debate about the Meaning 
of Carl Schmi+ ’s Legal % eory,” Boston Review #7 (Summer #((&), an exchange between Balakrishnan and 
William Scheuerman available online at h+ p:// bostonreview .net/ BR#7../ balakrishnan .html. Schmi+ ’s anti-
 Semitism, however, is well documented in Heinrich Meier, " e Lesson of Carl Schmi!  (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, &--/). See also Mehring, Carl Schmi! : Aufstieg und Fall, .0/– )-. See my discussion below.

*. Although he was, apparently, on the ! rst list of those in the “Defendant and Education” cases list 
submi+ ed to Telford Taylor. He was taken o'  the second list a4 er his interrogation. See Joseph Benderesky, 
“Carl Schmi+ ’s Path to Nuremberg: A Sixty- Year Reassessment,” Telos &.- (Summer #(()): 7– .*. Telos is 
partly responsible for the return of Schmi+  to English- language audiences. Since &-/), it has published no 
fewer than seven issues devoted entirely to Schmi+  (nos. )#, &(-, &#0, &.#, &*#, &*), &0.).

0. Jean- François Lyotard, Peregrinations: Law, Form, Event (New York: Columbia University Press, 
&-//); Jacques Derrida, " e Politics of Friendship (London: Verso, #((7). See also Simon Malpas, “Sublime 
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trum, important liberals such as Carl Friedrich and Hans Morgenthau found 
considerations of signi! cance in Schmi+ .8 Yet Schmi+  was a willing member 
of the Nazi Party, and he expressed anti- Semitic statements both before and 
a4 er the Second World War (albeit with more public restraint in the postwar 
period). Why should one pay a+ ention to him?

Anyone writing on Schmi+  has an obligation to give an account of what 
in his work is worth the e' ort. % is is a ma+ er neither of freedom of thought 
(which would reduce interest in Schmi+  to subjective preference) nor of 
knowing your enemy (the question is, rather, to know who your enemy is and 
for what reasons).9 Any account here must be substantive. For me, Schmi+  
gives us purchase on questions like these: What are the reasons for the gradual 
and apparently continuing domination of executive over legislative power in 
Western democracies during the last century? What is the relation between 
the various faces of Western industrial democracies"on the one hand, their 
adherence to rights, liberty, and social welfare and, on the other, their repres-
sive, disciplinary qualities, not just domestically, but also, given power, interna-
tionally (imperialism, colonialism, support for authoritarian regimes, regime 
change)? In historical terms, are we to think of fascism as a possible develop-
ment of tendencies in modernity or as an aberration?: All this also raises im-
portant questions about what serious a+ ention to these questions entails.

Schmi+  is, with Heidegger, one of the two thinkers considered in this book 
who joined forces with the Nazi Party.; Central to Schmi+ ’s concerns was the 
question of sovereign authority: What did it mean to speak in the name of and 
for a people, which is what a sovereign does? What is the case when “it is spo-

Ascesis: Lyotard, Art and the Event,” Angelaki ), no. & (#((#): &--– #&#; Jean- François Lyotard, “% e Sublime 
and the Avant- Garde,” in " e Inhuman: Re# ections on Time, trans. Geo' rey Bennington and Rachel Bowlby 
(Cambridge: Polity, &--.); and Kalyvas, Democracy and the Politics of the Extraordinary.

7. For further discussion of these events, see my “Dimensions of the Debate around Carl Schmi+ ,” 
foreword to Schmi+ , " e Concept of the Political, x– xii and the references cited there.

). While I have been arguing a version of this line of thought for some time now, it is also very well 
made"and I am informed"by Etienne Balibar, “Le Hobbes de Schmi+ , le Schmi+  de Hobbes,” introduc-
tion to Carl Schmi+ , Le Léviathan dans la doctrine de l’état de " omas Hobbes (Paris: Seuil, #((#). I am also 
in what follows indebted to Wolfgang Palaver’s “Carl Schmi+ , mythologue politique” (in Schmi+ , Le Lévi-
athan), as I am to the discussion in Meier’s " e Lesson of Carl Schmi!  as well as to several exchanges with 
Professor Meier. Let me also here acknowledge my debt to George Schwab’s informative introduction to 
and his ! ne translations of Schmi+ ’s " e Concept of the Political and Political " eology.

/. See my “Philosophy and the Politics of Cultural Revolution,” Philosophical Topics .., no. # (#((/): 
##)– *).

-. And Nietzsche and Weber died before the rise of fascism; Lenin was a Communist; Freud and 
 Arendt were Jews, although the question of what the a+ ractions of Nazism might have been to some Jews 
(e.g., the case of Ernst Kantorowicz and possibly Leo Strauss) had Nazism not been anti- Semitic is a com-
plex one. See, e.g., Leo Strauss to Karl Löwith, May &-, &-.., in Gesammelte Schri$ en, .:7#*– #0.
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ken” in the name of the people?$< How was such speech possible? What kind of 
speech was it? What was the relation between the rule of law and the political 
sovereign? As early as &-./, and again a4 er World War II, Schmi+  was fond of 
recalling Benito Cereno, one of Herman Melville’s novels, in obvious reference 
to his choices in &-.. and a4 er. % e novel was translated into German in &-./ 
and, apparently, widely read and discussed in terms of the contemporary po-
litical situation.$$ In Benito Cereno, the title character is the captain of a slave 
ship that has been taken over by the African slaves it is carrying. % e owner of 
the slaves and most of the white crew have been killed, although Don Benito 
is le4  alive and forced by the slave leader, Babo, to play the role of captain so as 
not to arouse suspicion among other ships. Eventually, a4 er a prolonged en-
counter with an American frigate and its captain, Amasa Delano, during which 
the American at ! rst suspects Cereno of malfeasance"he cannot conceive of 
the possibility that slaves have taken over a ship"the story comes out: the 
slaves are recaptured and imprisoned, some executed.

In a le+ er apparently wri+ en on his ! 4 ieth birthday in &-./, Schmi+  signed 
himself as “Benito Cereno.”$, % is passage from the end of the novel, although 
not one I know Schmi+  to have cited explicitly, is in particular relevant:

“Only at the end did my suspicions [of you, said Captain Delano to Benito 
Cereno,] get the be+ er of me, and you know how wide of the mark they 
then proved.”

“Wide, indeed,” said Don Benito, sadly; “you were with me all day; stood 
with me, sat with me, talked with me, looked at me, ate with me, drank with 

&(. % us, Rudolf Hess will introduce Hitler at the Nuremberg rally with “Es spricht der Führer.”
&&. Schmi+  notes: “Benito Cereno, the hero [!] of Hermann Melville’s story, was elevated in Germany 

to the level of a symbol for the situation of persons of intelligence caught in a mass system.” Carl Schmi+ , 
“Remarks in Response to a Talk by Karl Mannheim (&-*0– &-*7),” in Ex captivate salus (Berlin: Duncker 
& Humblot, #((#), #&.

&#. Copies of the supposed le+ er were sent to several people a4 er the war, along them Armin Mohler, 
who reprinted it when he published his correspondence with Schmi+ : Armin Mohler, ed., Carl Schmi! %
Briefwechsel mit einem seiner Schüler (Berlin: Akademie, &--0). (Mohler was the historian- theorist of the 
“conservative revolution” in Germany and, as director a4 er the war of the Carl Siemens- Sti4 ung, a central 
intellectual ! gure of the extreme Right in Germany.) Schmi+  had, apparently, wanted this le+ er to become 
the epigraph to a reissuing of his book on Hobbes, Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes: Sinn 
und Feldschlag eines politischen Symbols (Hamburg: Hanseatische, &-./), which could then be taken as an es-
oteric text of resistance to Nazism. Wolfgang Palaver (“Carl Schmi+ , mythologue politique,” ##(– #*) casts 
considerable doubt on the complete (though not the partial) truth of this possibility. See Carl Schmi+ , Ex 
captivate salus: Experiences des années &'()– &'(*: Textes et commentaires, ed. A. Doremus (Paris: Vrin, #((.), 
#(- (commentary by Doremus). See also my discussion below.
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me; and yet, your last act was to clutch for a villain, not only an innocent 
man, but the most pitiable of all men. To such degree may malign machina-
tions and deceptions impose. So far may even the best men err, in judging 
the conduct of one with the recesses of whose condition he is not acquainted. But 
you were forced to it; and you were in time undeceived. Would that, in both 
respects, it was so ever, and with all men.”

“I think I understand you; you generalize, Don Benito; and mournfully 
enough. But the past is passed; why moralize upon it? Forget it. See, yon bright 
sun has forgo+ en it all, and the blue sea, and the blue sky; these have turned 
over new leaves.”$3

If the past is past, why moralize on it? % e exchange suggests that for the two 
captains"or at least for Delano, in some sense the victor"initial judgments 
were simply mistakes. How could Delano have known the situation in which 
Cereno was caught? How was it, the captain of the second ship wishes fur-
ther to know, that Benito Cereno was taken in by the evil brewing under his 
nose? Cereno notes that, had he been more acute, it might, in fact, have cost 
him his life. Indeed, “malign machinations and deceptions impose” themselves 
on all human beings"he could not have done otherwise. In citing the Mel-
ville novella, Schmi+  appears to ready a self- defense to present to the victorious 
allies.

% at Schmi+  was fond of calling on the Melville story is complexly revela-
tory. % e captain of a ship might be thought to be the model of what we mean 
by a sovereign. Yet here we have a story about a man who was obliged to ac-
cept a pose as being in control while going along with what is perceived as evil 
because his safety required it. At the very end of the story, a4 er Babo and the 
other slaves have been captured, the shroud falls from the bowsprit of Cere-
no’s erstwhile ship to reveal the skeleton of the slave owner murdered by the 
revolting slaves and over it the inscription “Follow your leader.” Benito Cereno 
is about, among other things, what being a sovereign or captain is, how one is 
to recognize one, and the mistakes that can be made.$5

&.. Hermann Melville, Benito Cereno, in Pierre, Israel Po! er, " e Piazza Tales, " e Con+ dence- Man, Billy 
Budd, Uncollected Prose (New York: Library of America, &-/*), “A Conclusion,” )0* (my italics). Melville 
reworked the account of an actual encounter by a real- world Amasa Delano.

&*. William Scheuerman (Carl Schmi! : " e End of Law [Lanham, MD: Rowman & Li+ le! eld, &---], 
epilogue to pt. &) advances an alternate reading to the e' ect that Schmi+ ’s invocation of Benito Cereno is 
designed not so much to exculpate himself from the worst of the Nazi taint as to evince his distress at being 
subject to the multiracial, Jew- dominated American occupying power. It is possible that this is true postwar, 
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My considerations here may seem to tread on dangerous ground"and 
they do. I do not propose to ignore Schmi+ ’s choice to become a member of 
the NSDAP; nor do I propose to rationalize it or downplay it or excuse it, as 
have some commentators. Rather, I hope to show that Schmi+  shares much 
with other writers considered here and that he made a choice for a shared 
ground that was widely available. To see the choice that Schmi+  (or Hei deg-
ger, or many other German philosophers, theologians, lawyers, and artists as 
well as people from all walks of life, and not just in Germany, and not just 
then) made as blind or ignorant or from venal ambition is, I think, to mis-
understand his thought and his life. It is also to sweep under the table what 
appeared as the appeal and apparent necessity of such a movement and to 
avoid serious engagement with why that movement appeared as such. As we 
shall see further with Heidegger, Nazism could coherently be seen as politi-
cally and intellectually a+ ractive. (I do not say here for how long or at what 
cost.)

While it is important and natural to read Schmi+  in terms of his relation 
to National Socialism, one must not forget that he was almost thirty years old 
when the Bolshevik revolution occurred. As noted in the previous chapter, 
contrary to expectations in the West, it endured. It became necessary for any 
serious thinker, whether on the Le4  or the Right, to give an account of how 
what had appeared as an impossible task had been accomplished. As much as 
Schmi+  is antiliberal, he also sees, perhaps even more importantly, a Bolshe-
vik threat. Thus, like Max Weber, he sought to remedy"if not in the same way 
as Weber"what he perceived, not without reason, as the political weaknesses 
and immaturity of the German middle classes.$6

While I shall pay a+ ention to the philosophical structure of Schmi+ ’s 
thought, the general social developments of the period made his move to fas-
cism not unexpected. Along with many others, he found that the introduction 
of universal su' rage (for men in &/)& and women in &-&-) had given rise to mass 
parties that were no longer able to debate political issues maturely. Powerful 
interests now apparently distorted rational discourse (in this Schmi+  rejoins, 

but, assuming that Schmi+  actually did write the le+ er in &-./, it hardly could have been true beforehand. 
% ese understandings are not mutually exclusive.

&0. See the interesting discussion in Kjell Engelbrekt, “What Carl Schmi+  Picked Up in Weber’s Semi-
nar,” European Legacy &*, no. 7 (October #((-): 77)– /*; as well as Gary L. Ulmen, Politischer Mehrwert: 
Eine Studie über Max Weber und Carl Schmi!  (Weinheim: Wiley- VCH, &--&). Engelbrekt cites much of the 
literature comparing the two. See also the short Kerstin Zuber, Parlamentarismus bei Max Weber und Carl 
Schmi!  (Nordersstedt: Grim, #(()).
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of all people, Habermas). As traditionally conceived, the state could no longer 
play the role of guarantor of security and order: another power was needed: 
this was a new form of the executive. Such a position was not obviously wrong: 
it appealed to many across a wide spectrum.$8 It is, as we saw in chapter ., pre-
cisely the kind of position that Weber came to and worried about. For Schmi+ , 
there was to be less worry.

: : :
% e above is said in a preliminary fashion. Schmi+  also appears to us as the au-
thor of some of the most searching works of political theory in the last century, 
books whose appeal has, over time, covered the political spectrum from Le4  
to Right. What is the nature of his importance and his appeal?

Many of his concerns arise most clearly in Political " eology, a book origi-
nally published in &-##. It represents Schmi+ ’s most important initial engage-
ment with the theme that was to preoccupy him for most of his life: that of 
sovereignty, that is, of the locus and nature of the agency that constitutes a po-
litical system. It is central to Schmi+ ’s understanding of political theology that 
the experience of politics requires a theology to be viable"that is, politics 
must rely on a source of authority that has the quality of being beyond ques-
tion. I do not mean that people may not resist it"but that is di' erent than 
calling it into question.$9 For something to be beyond question means that one 
must ! nd that authority in oneself such that one can do no other than acknowl-
edge its claims. We live, however, in an age for which a transcendental source 
of authority is not available. % e unquestionable must, thus, be this- worldly. 
To speak in these circumstances of a political theology thus means to speak of 
a politics in which it is held that problems cannot be resolved by universally 
agreed-on procedures. % e justi! cation of a policy cannot be made in person-
 neutral terms; it must and can only be made authoritatively. If the liberal dream 
is the rule of law and not of men, then political theology says that this is a vain 
dream. A central question of a political theology must be, therefore, the status 
of the authority on the basis of which decisions are taken. In the West (at least), 
such theological authority has typically been associated with a particular event 
that is authoritatively formulated, sometimes as a text whose meaning requires 

&7. I am in1 uenced in these formulations most directly by Mann, Fascism, )0– )7. Mann also makes the 
Habermas analogy.

&). It is, thus, not a theological politics, that is, a theology that entails political consequences, as, e.g., is 
liberation theology or the Social Gospel.
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interpretation.$: However, in modern times, such authority has been, accord-
ing to Schmi+ , steadily eroded.

T H E  F A T E  O F  A U T H O R I T Y  I N  M O D E R N  T I M E S : 
T E C H N I C I T Y

% e question of authority under conditions of modernity can be approached 
only on a bias"from the side, as it were. For Schmi+ , the political realm was, 
as it had been for Weber, the realm of relations between human beings, per-
sons as opposed to roles: “die Ordnung der menschlichen Dinge” (“the order 
of human a' airs”), as he put it in “% e Age of Neutralizations and Depoliticiza-
tions.” And persons, as for Weber, made up whatever world there was that was 
not entzaubert"“demagi! ed.”$; As Weber says: “Bureaucratic administration 
breaks down completely where it has to occupy itself with political ma+ ers.”,< 
Politics has to do with persons, bureaucracy with roles.

% e phenomenon is particularly intense in Weimar Germany"Schmi+  
remarks, as had Weber, that the decades a4 er Bismarck’s ascendency “broke 
the political mind of the German bourgeoisie,”,$ but it is also general in the 
West. Central to Schmi+  is the political"a realm of human activity separate 
and di' erent from economics, religions, love, and so forth. Like Weber before 
him and Arendt a4 er, Schmi+  is concerned to preserve the political against 
the erosion that he believes consequent to modernity. % e political realm"
and, thus, the reality of the human"was, for Schmi+ , in danger of disappear-
ing. In modern times, he saw it being replaced by two realms. One realm was 
the supposedly neutral space of scienti! c technique, in which rational and 
logical conclusions"neutral with regard to human beings"were a+ ainable: 
“Today nothing is more modern than the onslaught against the political. . . . 
% ere must no longer be political problems, only organizational- technical and 

&/. Alain Badiou (Saint Paul: " e Foundation of Universalism [Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
#((.], chap. /) refers to this as the Christ- Event, by which he means the resurrection.

&-. Carl Schmi+ , “Das Zeitalter der Neutraliserungen und Entpolitisierungen,” in Der Begri,  des Poli-
tischen (&-.#; reprint, Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, #((#), -*– -0. % e English edition is “% e Age of Neu-
tralizations and Depoliticizations,” in " e Concept of the Political, -0– -7. Subsequent citations of Concept of 
the Political in this chapter will be given in the text to CP with page numbers given in ! rst the English and 
then the German editions. “Das Zeitalter der Neutraliserungen und Entpolitisierungen” will be cited as 
CP- ZN.

#(. Weber, “Parliament und Regierung im neugeordneten Deutschland,” .0&: “Gänzlich versagt hat die 
Beamtenherrscha$  da, wo sie mit politischen Fragen befasst wurde.”

#&. Carl Schmi+ , Hugo Preuss (Tübingen: Mohr, &-.(), &*.
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economic- sociological ones.”,, It was this topic to which the &-#- “% e Age 
of Neutralizations and Depoliticizations,” a lecture delivered in Barcelona, 
was devoted. % e decline or disappearance of the political is itself always for 
Schmi+  a political ma+ er, as he makes clear in the preface to the second edi-
tion of Political " eology. If, however, the political is in danger of disappearing 
as a human form of life, this can be only because sovereignty as Schmi+  under-
stands it is increasingly not a constituent part of our present world. % us, in his 
&-./ book on Hobbes, he will write: “% e mechanization of the conception of 
the State has ended by bringing about the mechanization of the anthropologi-
cal understanding of human beings.”,3 Schmi+ , with explicit reference to Max 
Weber, sees danger in the increasing sense of the state as “ein grosser Betrieb” 
(“a great enterprise”; PT, 7-/ 70). Increasingly, this plant is “a huge industrial 
plant” that “runs on its own” with “the decisionistic and personalistic element 
in the concept of sovereignty . . . lost” (PT, 0#/ */). Schmi+  sees his role as re-
covering that element for the contemporary period.

% e Barcelona lecture was published in &-.( and added to the &-.# edition 
of " e Concept of the Political: Schmi+  thought of it as part of his general ar-
gument in that book. As the political is, for Schmi+ , the realm of that which 
is truly human,,5 his distress is that the West is losing touch with that which 
gives life human meaning. As he develops his argument in the Barcelona lec-
ture, the contemporary West stands at the end of a series of “central spheres of 
thought.” % ose central spheres function here pre+ y much in the manner in 
which % omas Kuhn understood paradigms. % us, if a sphere of thought “be-
comes central, then the problems of other spheres are solved in terms of the 
central sphere"they are considered secondary problems whose solution fol-
lows as a ma+ er of course only if the problems of the central sphere are solved” 
(CP- ZN, /7/ /0).

% ere have been ! ve central spheres since the Renaissance, each loosely 
identi! ed with a century. As Schmi+  lays it out in the Barcelona lecture, the 
history of the last ! ve hundred years shows a common structure, even though 

##. Carl Schmi+ , Politische " eologie (&-##; reprint, Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, #((*), 7/. % e En-
glish edition is Political " eology, trans. George Schwab, with a foreword by Tracy B. Strong (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, #((0), 70. Subsequent citations will be given in the text to PT; when paired page 
numbers are given, they refer to the German and the English editions, respectively.

#.. Carl Schmi+ , Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes: Sinn und Feldschlag eines poli-
tischen Symbols (Stu+ gart: Klepp- Co+ a, &--0), 7(.

#*. See Leo Strauss, “Notes on Carl Schmi+ , " e Concept of the Political,” in Schmi+ , Concept of the Po-
litical, /. (par. &). See also n. ) above.
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as the controlling force has changed so also have what counts as evidence as 
well as who were the social and political elite. % us, in the sixteenth century, 
the world was structured around an explicitly theological understanding, with 
God and the scriptures as foundational certainties; this was replaced in the 
next century by metaphysics and rational (scienti! c) research and in the eigh-
teenth by ethical humanism with its central notions of duty and virtue. In the 
nineteenth century, economics comes to dominate (although Schmi+  is seen 
as a man of the Right, he always took Marx completely seriously), and, ! nally, 
in the twentieth century, technicity (Technizität) is the order of the day.,6 And 
this is at the core of his claim that ours is an age of “neutralization and depo-
liticization”: whereas all previous eras had leaders and decisionmakers"what 
he calls here clercs"the era of technology and technological progress has no 
need of individual persons (CP- ZN, /7/ /7).

Schmi+  uses the French clerc and no doubt has in mind Julien Benda’s &-#) 
La trahison des clercs (% e betrayal of the intellectuals).,8 A clerc is a clerk but 
also a cleric, a scholar, an expert in a particular ma+ er, or an intellectual. % e 
term derives from the fact that, in the Middle Ages, clerics were both those who 
kept the records and those who were scholars. Whereas Benda had seen the 
clercs as mistakenly turning away from spiritual and eternal values to temporal 
and political activity, Schmi+ , tacitly opposing Benda, sees the clerc as the per-
son who most centrally grasps and formulates the core of a particular central 
sphere.,9 % e central quality of all transformations that have led to our present 
stage"“technicity”"is the “striving for a neutral sphere.” For Europe, the at-
traction of a neutral sphere is that it seemed to provide a solution to the con-
1 icts that had grown up out of quarrels over theology. It sought to transform 
the concepts elaborated “by centuries of theological re1 ection” on what are, for 
Schmi+ , “now private a' airs” (jetzt . . . Privatsachen; CP- ZN, -(/ /-). However, 
each stage of neutralization became, in Schmi+ ’s analysis, merely the next arena 
of struggle. % us, what someone like John Rawls sees as one of the most impor-
tant achievements of the West"religious toleration"is, for Schmi+ , merely 
the prelude to another form of con1 ict. Indeed, one can argue that the achieve-
ment of toleration leads to the enhancement of the power of the sovereign.

#0. % e discussion of technicity brings to mind Heidegger’s discussion of Technik. See chapter ) below. 
See also Geo' rey Waite, “Heidegger, Schmi+ , Strauss: % e Hidden Monologue; or, Conserving Esoteri-
cism to Justify the High Hand of Violence,” Cultural Critique 7- (Spring #((/): &&.– *(.

#7. A contemporary edition is Julien Benda, La trahison des clercs (Grasset: Les cahiers rouges, #((.).
#). Jacob Taubes (" e Political " eology of Paul [Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, #((*], &(.) 

writes: “He [Schmi+ ] is a clerk, and he understands his task not to be to establish the law but to interpret 
the law.”
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% e central question now, therefore, is what con1 icts will arise when the 
central sphere is technicity, which “precisely because it serves all . . . is not neu-
tral” (CP- ZN, -&/ -(). Here, Schmi+  ! nds himself in opposition to thinkers 
like Weber, Troeltsch, and Rathenau, whom he reads as in despair before the 
“Entzauberung der Welt.” If one follows them, Schmi+  says, one will despair, 
for the world will appear only as what Weber called a “stahlhartes Gehäuse,” 
a steel casing with no way out, not even a window to look out.,: % is leads to 
quietism or despair, the most important danger now confronting Europe. % is 
danger arises because it is Russia (i.e., the Soviet Union) that has understood 
and seized technicity and made it its own in the new arena of con1 ict. Only in 
Russia does one now ! nd a sense of a new “strong politics.”

What is to be done? Schmi+  writes somewhat chillingly in " e Concept of 
the Political: “When a people no longer has the strength or the will to hold it-
self to the realm of the political, the political does not thereby disappear from 
the world. It is only a weak people that perishes” (CP, 0./ 0*). He thus closes 
his Barcelona lecture with a truncated citation from Virgil’s “Fourth Eclogue”: 
“Ab integro nascitur ordo.” % e full line is “Magnus ab integro saeclorum nas-
citur ordo,” which translates as “a great cycle of the ages is (re)born as it was in 
the beginning.” Schmi+ ’s abbreviated line means “an order is born as it was in 
the beginning.”,; % is is both a conservative statement"the order is as it was 
in the beginning"and a revolutionary statement: a new order is born.3< % e 
last entry in Schmi+ ’s Glossarium (published in &--&) reads: “Mit jedem neuge-
borenen Kind wird eine neue Welt geboren” (With each newborn child a new 
world is born). He goes on to hope that the child will be an “Aggressor.”3$ % e 
eloquent two closing paragraphs of Schmi+ ’s Barcelona lecture are, in e' ect, a 
call for the West to be equal to the need for this renewed con1 ict and to oppose 
the forces of communism. (Here, Schmi+  shares concerns with Heidegger.) 
And this is at the core of his claim that ours is an age of neutralization and de-
politicization: whereas previous eras still had leaders and decisionmakers, the 

#/. Max Weber, Die Protestantische Ethik und der Geist der Kapitalismus, in Gesammelte Aufsätze zur Re-
ligionssoziologie, &:#(.. % e standard English translation as “iron cage” is, thus, misleading: not only can you 
not get out; you also cannot even see out.

#-. It is worth noting both that this line served as the origins for the mo+ o (“novus ordo seculorum”) 
on the Great Seal of the United States as devised by Charles % ompson (an eminent Latinist) and that the 
following lines in Virgil speak of the coming of a new child, which was understood by medieval Christian-
ity to be a prophecy of the coming of Christ.

.(. See the remarks on this phrase (without reference to Schmi+ ) in Arendt, Willing, #().

.&. Carl Schmi+ , Glossarium: Aufzeichnungen der Jahre &'(*– &')& (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, &--&), 
.#(. We will see a similar emphasis on beginning and birth in Heidegger and especially Arendt.
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era of technology and technological progress is di' erent in that increasingly it 
has no need of actual individual persons.3,

What is wrong with technicity? % e danger and problem with it is that it 
claims to have person- neutral ways of solving disputes. Schmi+  separates him-
self from the premises of positivism in much the same way that we saw in 
Weber. % ere can be no clear- cut distinction between facts and values; propo-
sitions about the world are not independent of the person who makes them; 
claims to knowledge that are mistaken will not automatically be corrected by 
the world. In refusing these claims, technicity seemed to provide a model of 
a neutral resolution to disputes, and this was its a+ raction. % ese presupposi-
tions are, however, central to political liberalism: they ground the possibility of 
rational agreement. (Political liberalism does not, of course, think that all hu-
mans will behave rationally at all times, but it does think that rationality has a 
compelling quality such that resisting it is a sign of perversity or ignorance.)

T H E  F A T E  O F  A U T H O R I T Y  I N  M O D E R N  T I M E S : 
A E S T H E T I C  S U B J E C T I V I T Y

Along with science, and perversely companion to it, Schmi+  saw the arising of 
a second realm, the realm of aesthetic subjectivity. % e transition to the tech-
nicity sphere is made possible, Schmi+  argues, by an “Ästhetisierung aller gei-
stigen Gebiete” (aestheticization of all sectors of the spirit; CP- ZN, /*/ /.). % is 
is the epistemological basis for his critique of liberalism as a “clasa discutidora” 
(a palavering class), unable to come to any decision on anything because all de-
cisions appear the same. If the scienti! c realm held out a method for resolving 
some disputes, the aestheticization of the rest of the world"of that portion not 
amenable to scienti! c resolution"subjectivized it to individual or group pref-
erences and held that there was no way to resolve those disputes if they could 
not be resolved by science. % e burden of his &-&) Political Romanticism was to 
argue that the world was increasingly coming to be understood in subjectively 
occasional ways, such that all human a' airs were merely what they were in eye 
of the beholder.33 % us, liberal scientism and romanticism come together"

.#. % is periodization can be found explicitly in the Barcelona lecture and is implicit in the ! rst sev-
eral pages of chap. . of Political " eology; it is made explicit in shorter form on pp. &– # of the &-.* preface to 
Political " eology. % e stages are well discussed in Henning O+ mann, “Das Zeitalter der Neutralisierungen 
und EntTotalisierungen: Carl Schmi+ s % eorie der Neuzeit,” in Carl Schmi! : Der Begri,  des Politischen: Ein 
Kooperativer Kommentar, ed. Reinhard Mehring (Berlin: Akademie, #((.), &07– 7-.

... See Carl Schmi+ , Political Romanticism (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, &-/7), &7– #( and passim.
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two sides of the same modern coin. From this, we get his lapidary sentence from 
" e Crisis of Parliamentary Democracy: “If a modern Technizität liberal is asked 
‘Christ or Barabbas,’ he responds with a proposal to adjourn or appoint a com-
mi+ ee of investigation.”35 Responding to the double bind of modern society, 
Schmi+  argues that, in such a context, the recovery of the political realm must 
of necessity come from outside the liberal- romantic world; that is, it cannot be 
justi! ed in terms of the categories of that world. It must come, as Herbert Mar-
cuse argued, from a state whose only “justi! cation is its existence”36"or, rather, 
its practice. Justi! cation must be ontological rather than epistemological.

Here, it is important to see that what Schmi+  means by aesthetic subjectiv-
ity is not what Kant means. Schmi+  designates a subjectivist relativist stance 
in which there is no claim made to generality, to what Kant called Allgemein-
heit. % is merely intensi! es the problematic of commonalty for Schmi+ : ei-
ther a' airs are se+ led mechanically (technicity), or they are not se+ led (aes-
thetic subjectivity). It is precisely to overcome this impasse that he develops 
his theory of sovereignty. % e ! rst sentence of Political " eology is famous: it 
locates the realm in which Schmi+  asserts the question of the centrality of 
sovereignty. He places the sentence as the complete initial paragraph to the 
body of the book. He writes: “Sovereign is he who decides on the exceptional 
case” (PT [German ed.], 0 [my translation]). Translation is always interpre-
tation, and the opening sentence immediately raises a number of issues. % e 
! rst is consequent to the nature and range of decides. % e German is “Soverän 
ist, wer über den Ausnahmezustand entscheidet” (PT [German ed.], &.). % e 
decisive ma+ er comes from the fact that the über may be thought to be poten-
tially ambiguous: it can mean “he who decides what the exceptional case is” 
or “he who decides what to do about the exceptional case.”38 George Schwab’s 

.*. Carl Schmi+ , " e Crisis of Parliamentary Democracy (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, &-/0), 7#.

.0. Herbert Marcuse, Negations (Boston: Beacon, &-7/), .&.

.7. Something like this is noted also by John P. McCormick in “% e Dilemmas of Dictatorship: Carl 
Schmi+  and Constitutional Emergency Powers,” in Law as Politics: Carl Schmi! ’s Critique of Liberalism, ed. 
David Dyzenhaus (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, &--/), #..– .*. McCormick sees this, too strongly for 
me, as a move by Schmi+  away from conservatism toward fascism (ibid., #&/). See the discussion that follows in 
the text. For the translation problem in French, see the discussion by Julien Freund, a friend of Schmi+ ’s and a 
contributor to his Festschri4 , in “Les lignes de force de la pensée de Carl Schmi+ ,” published in the right- wing 
French journal La nouvelle école (no. ** [Spring &-/)]: esp. &)). Freund opts in French for lors (during, on the oc-
casion of) as the translation of über, thus giving “decides in the case of the exception,” a much milder rendering. 
% is judgment is refused by Jean- Louis Schlegel, the editor of the French edition, " éologie politique (Paris: Gal-
limard, &-//), who gives “décide de” (&0). See the discussion of right- wing, le4 - wing, and liberal uses and mis-
uses of Schmi+  in my “Dimensions of the New Debate around Carl Schmi+ .” For a recent defense of Schmi+  by 
the French Right, see Alain de Benoist, “Carl Schmi+  et les sagouins,” Eléments, no. &&( (September #((.), avail-
able online at h+ p:// grece- fr .com/ ?category_name=elements. A sagouin is a slob or a slovenly person.
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! ne translation"“decides on the exception”"retains the ambiguity if it con-
denses “case” into “exception.” Yet the fact that this may appear ambiguous in 
English or German should not detain us in a misguided manner: retaining the 
apparent ambiguity is centrally important to grasping what Schmi+  wants to 
say. We can see this in part in the fact that entscheiden über can also mean “to 
se+ le on”: Schmi+  is saying that it is the essence of sovereignty both to decide 
what is an exception and to make the decisions appropriate to that exception, 
indeed, that one without the other makes no sense at all.

It is, thus, not only the case that exceptions are obvious, as they would be 
if we think of them as produced, for instance, by severe economic or political 
disturbance. It could appear natural to read what Schmi+  says in Germany 
back through the years of hyperin1 ation or the economic depression of &-#-. 
Political " eology, however, was published in March &-## and cannot be under-
stood as simply the response to these, or any other, developments. (Hyperin-
1 ation hits only in &-#..) Indeed, George Schwab’s careful reconstruction of 
Schmi+ ’s analysis of Article */ of the Weimar constitution shows that Schmi+  
had a very broad interpretation of what the president might do if “public secu-
rity and order [were] considerably disturbed.”39

A second translation issue with the opening sentence comes from the under-
standing of Ausnahmezustand. What the ! rst translation question might seem 
to reinforce (the absolute, ungrounded, and unlimited quality of the decision), 
this second question might seem to mitigate. A dictionary will tell you that the 
word means “state of emergency.” % e idea of a state of emergency, however, has 
more of a legal connotation, is more con! ned than is that of an exception. It is 
also the case, as Jean- Louis Schlegel points out, that Schmi+  sometimes uses 
more general words when speaking of this question, including state of exception 
(Ausnahmefall), crisis or state of urgency (Notstand), and, even more generally, 
emergency or state of need (Notfall).3: % us, the same issue is raised as with the 
über: can the understanding of what counts as an exception be de! ned in legal 
terms, or is it more of what one might think of as an open ! eld?3;

.). George Schwab, introduction to Schmi+ , " e Concept of the Political, xix– xxi. See the ! ne discus-
sion in McCormick, “% e Dilemmas of Dictatorship.”

./. Schlegel, ed., " éologie politique, &0.

.-. One should note here that this question bedevils all situations in which constitutions provide for an 
exception. For a brief history of nineteenth- and twentieth- century constitutional provisions for exception, 
including the French &/&* constitution, World War I in France and Switzerland, the &-#( Emergency Powers 
Act in England, Lincoln at the beginning of the Civil War (noted by Schmi+  in Die Diktatur: Von den Anfän-
gen des modernen Souveränitätsgedankens bis zum proletarischen Klassenkampf [Munich: Duncker & Hum-
blot, &-#&], &.7), the United States under Wilson during World War I, Article &7 of the French Fi4 h Republic, 
etc. See Giorgio Agamben, State of Exception (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, #((0), &&– #7.
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Note here that Schmi+  is not talking simply about dictatorship. In Die Dik-
tatur, published one year before Political " eology, he di' erentiates between 
“commissarial dictatorship”"he cites Lincoln in the Civil War as an example"
and “sovereign dictatorship.” % e former defends the existing constitution, and 
the la+ er seeks to create the conditions for a new one, given the collapse of the 
old"one might think to some degree of De Gaulle in &-0/. Die Diktatur is a the-
ory of dictatorship; Political " eology, however, is a theory of sovereignty and an 
a+ empt to locate the state of emergency in a theory of sovereignty. More impor-
tantly, Political " eology in e' ect discusses that which for Schmi+  lies under the 
various kinds of dictatorship and makes both of them possible.5<

I again do not think this linguistic glide on Schmi+ ’s part to be accidental. 
Rather than seeking to determine what precisely an exception (or an emer-
gency or a crisis etc.) is, we should be looking at the problem from the other 
direction. It is importantly the case for Schmi+  that no preexisting set of rules 
can be laid down that will tell anyone if this situation is in actual reality an ex-
ception. It is of the essence of Schmi+ ’s conception of the state that there can 
be no preset rule- ! xed de! nition of sovereignty.5$ Why not? What is clear here 
is that the notion of sovereignty contains, as Schmi+  tells us, his general theory 
of the state (see PT [English ed.], 0). % e nature of the sovereign, he remarks in 
the preface to the second edition (&-.*), is the making of a “genuine decision.” 
% us, it is not simply the making of a decision but the making of a genuine de-
cision that is central. % e obvious question is what makes a decision genuine 
and not simply an emanation of a “degenerate decisionism” (PT ./ /). Schmi+  
is never simply a decisionist if by that one means simply that choice is neces-
sary and any choice is be+ er than none.5, Beyond this, however, it is important 
to note that what makes a sovereign is the making of such a decision. % e sov-
ereign exists as and is de! ned by and as its decisions: there is no independently 
existing sovereign. % e sovereign delineates the realm in which political action 
takes place. (Hence, as we shall see, Schmi+ ’s a+ raction to Hobbes, whom he 
designates “the great decisionist.”)53

*(. I thus resist John McCormick’s conclusion that Political " eology “repudiates much of what is of 
value in the book published before it” (“Dilemmas of Dictatorship,” #*&).

*&. % us, the exception is part of the order even if that order is not precisely juridical. Schmi+  engaged 
in an exchange about this with Walter Benjamin over violence. See Walter Benjamin, “Towards a Critique 
of Violence,” in Selected Writings, ed. Marcus Bullock and Michael W. Jennings, * vols. (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, &--7), vol. &. See the discussion in Agamben, State of Exception, 0#– 7*.

*#. I note here that there seem to be strong elements of Schmi+  quietly present in much of Henry 
Kissinger’s analyses of international politics. See, e.g., his " e Necessity for Choice (New York: Harper, &-7&).

*.. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
#((/), 00/ Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes, /#.
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What constitutes a genuine decision is a complex ma+ er in Schmi+ . To under-
stand his position, one must realize why politics (or, here, the political) is not the 
same for Schmi+  as the state,55 even if the most usual framework for the concreti-
zation of politics in modern times has been the state.56 In a book published in &-7- 
that takes up the themes of Political " eology, Schmi+  writes: “Today one can no 
longer de! ne politics in terms of the State; on the contrary what we can still call 
the State today must inversely be de! ned and understood from the political.”58 
Underlying the state is a community of people"necessarily not universal"a 
“we” that, as it de! nes itself necessarily in opposition to that which it is not, it pre-
supposes and that is de! ned by con1 ict.59 It derives its de! nition from the friend/ 
enemy distinction. % at distinction, however, is an us/ them distinction, where 
the “us” is of primary and necessary importance. % e friend/ enemy distinction is 
existential, in the sense that the existence of the other is what is in question. % ere 
is no third term. One knows who one is in opposition to who one is not.5:

% is claim is at the basis of Schmi+ ’s rejection of what he calls liberal nor-
mativism, that is, of the assumption that a state can, in the end, rest on a set of 
mutually agreed- to procedures and rules that trump particular claims and ne-
cessities. Pluralism is, thus, not a condition on which politics, and, therefore, 
eventually the state, can be founded. Politics rests, rather, on the equality of 
its citizens (in this sense Schmi+  is a democrat) and, thus, their collective dif-
ferentiation from other such groups: this is the friend/ enemy distinction, or, 
more accurately, the distinction that makes politics possible. It is, one might 
say, its transcendental presupposition.5; Politics is, thus, di' erent from eco-

**. % is is a theme from Schmi+ ’s earliest work, including his Habilitationsschri$ , Der Wert des Staates 
und die Bedeutung des Einzeln (&-&); Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, #((*). See Reinhard Mehring, Carl 
Schmi! : Zur Einführung (Hamburg: Junius, #((&), &-– #&.

*0. Compare Max Weber’s de! nition: “Nowadays, however, we have to say that the state is the form of 
human community that (successfully) lays claim to the monopoly of legitimate violence within a given terri-
tory” (“Politics as a Vocation,” in Vocation Lectures, .. [see also xlix]). It is important that this is the de! ni-
tion to which we are compelled “nowadays” and that Weber here 1 ies directly in the face of those (like those 
of the Georgekreis and others) who placed emphasis on the “nation,” on “blood and soil.”

*7. Carl Schmi+ , Politische " eologie II (&-7-; reprint, Duncker & Humblot, &--7), #&. % e English 
translation is Political " eology II: " e Myth of the Closure of Any Political " eology, trans. Michael Hoelzl 
and Graham Ward (Cambridge: Polity, #((/).

*). One thus ! nds the in1 uence of Schmi+ , e.g., in what might appear to be a far- removed locus, Ber-
trand de Jouvenel’s " e Pure " eory of Politics (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, &-7*).

*/. Emmanuel Faye points out that, in the &'-- edition of " e Concept of the Political (the standard En-
glish translation is of the &-.# ed.), Schmi+  adds a long paragraph that tends to give a racial connotation to 
enemy. See Emmanuel Faye, Heidegger: " e Introduction of Nazism into Philosophy (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, #((-), &7(.

*-. % is is explicitly asserted (and criticized) in a le+ er from Leo Strauss to Schmi+  of September *, 
&-.#. % e le+ er is printed in Heinrich Meier, Carl Schmi!  and Leo Strauss: " e Hidden Dialogue (Chicago: 
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nomics, where one has competitors rather than friends and enemies, as it is 
di' erent from debate, where one has “Diskussionsgegner” (“discussion oppo-
nents”) (CP, #// #/). Nor is it a private dislike of another individual. Rather, 
it is the actual possibility of a “ba+ ling totality” (kämpfende Gesamtheit) that 
! nds itself necessarily in opposition to another such entity. “% e enemy,” he 
notes, “is hostis [enemy] not inimicus [disliked] in the broader sense; polémios 
[belonging to war] not exthrós [hateful]” (CP, #-/ #-).6<

% ese considerations are made in the context of several other arguments. 
% e ! rst comes in a discussion of Hans Kelsen. At the time that Schmi+  wrote 
" e Concept of the Political, Kelsen was a leader in European jurisprudence, a 
prominent Austrian jurist and legal scholar as well as a highly in1 uential mem-
ber of the Austrian constitutional court. A student of the legal theorist Rudolf 
Stammler’s, he was a neo- Kantian by training and temperament and shortly 
before the publication of Political " eology had published Das Problem der Sou-
veränität und die " eorie des Völkerrechts,6$ in which he set out the foundations 
for what he would later call a pure theory of law, a theory of law from which all 
subjective elements would be eliminated.6, Kelsen sought, in other words, a 
theory of law that would be universally valid for all times and all situations.63

Against this, Schmi+  insists that “all law is situational law” (PT, &./ &-). 
What he means by this is that, in actual lived human fact, it will always be the 

University of Chicago Press, &--0), &#*. Meier’s book is an insightful analysis of the di' erence between po-
litical theology and political philosophy"between Schmi+  and Strauss. For an extended, if not in the end 
convincing, critique of Meier’s complex political rapprochement and di' erentiation of Strauss and Schmi+ , 
see Robert Howse, “% e Use and Abuse of Leo Strauss in the Schmi+  Revival on the German Right"
the Case of Heinrich Meier,” available at h+ p:// www .law.nyu .edu/ ecm_dlv#/ groups/ public/ @nyu
_law_website__faculty__faculty_pro! les__rhowse/ documents/ documents/ ecm_pro_(7((*& .pdf. 
Howse strikes me as mistaken in his claim that “the core of Meier’s interpretation is that the central driving 
force of Schmi+ ’s thought is faith"obedience to Revelation.” % e point about political theology is that, in 
the absence of a transcendental ground, an immanent one has to be achieved. Revelation is more important 
to Strauss than it is to Schmi+ . It is also the case, as I note (see n. . above), that Meier gives extended consid-
eration to Schmi+ ’s anti- Semitism. Howse thinks Meier so4 - pedals it; I read the passages di' erently.

0(. % e translation is mine as Schmi+  quotes in Latin and Greek. He will on the next page read “Love 
thine enemy as thyself ” as referring to inimicus.

0&. Hans Kelsen, Das Problem der Souveränität und die " eorie des Völkerrechts (% e problem of sover-
eignty and the theory of international law) (Tübingen: Mohr, &-#(). See the articles on Kelsen in the Eu-
ropean Journal of International Law, vol. -, no. # (&--/), esp. Danilo Zolo’s “Hans Kelsen: Peace through In-
ternational Law” (.(7– #*).

0#. A collection of essays comparing Schmi+  and Kelsen has appeared: Dan Diner and Michael Stol-
leis, eds., Hans Kelsen and Carl Schmi! : A Juxtaposition, Schri4 enreihen des Instituts für deutsche Ge-
schichte (Tel Aviv: University of Tel Aviv, &---).

0.. A4 er &-.., Schmi+  was, apparently, instrumental in the removal of Kelsen from the law faculty of 
the University of Cologne. See David Dyzenhaus, Legality and Legitimacy: Carl Schmi! , Hans Kelsen and 
Hermann Heller (Oxford: Clarendon, &--)), /*.
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case that precisely at unpredictable times “the power of real life breaks through 
the crust of a mechanism that has become torpid by repetition” (PT, &0/ #&). 
He requires, in other words, that his understanding of law and politics respond 
to what he takes to be the fact of the ultimately unruly and unruled quality of 
human life. And, if life can never be reduced or adequately understood by a 
set of rules, no ma+ er how complex, then this means that, in the end, rule is 
of men and not of law, or, rather, that the rule of men must always existentially 
underlie the rule of law. For Schmi+ , to pretend that one can have an ultimate 
rule of law is to set oneself up to be overtaken by events at some unpredict-
able but necessarily occurring time and to lose the human element in and of 
our world.65

% is is a powerful and important theme in Schmi+ . It is a claim, not that law 
is not centrally important to human a' airs, but that, in the end, human a' airs 
rest on humans and cannot ever be independent of them. He criticizes Locke, 
for instance, for saying that the “law gives authority” but not recognizing “that 
the law does not designate to whom it gives authority. It cannot be just any-
body.”66 Schmi+  contrasts this to Hobbes’s discussion (and in doing so brings 
out qualities o4 en overlooked in discussions of Hobbes). He cites chapter #7 
of the Leviathan to the e' ect that sovereign power and not truth makes laws.68 
And he then drives the point home by citing chapter *# to the e' ect that “Sub-
jection, Command, Right and Power are accidents not of Powers but of Per-

0*. One might, in fact, see much of the philosophical debates in the &-#(s and &-.(s as between those 
who sought to develop understandings that were independent of time and place and those who argued that 
all understanding needed to be grounded in concrete historical actuality. One might see Max Weber as the 
progenitor of both approaches. See Friedman’s exceptional A Parting of the Ways.

00. One might have thought here that Schmi+  would have referred to Locke’s discussion of the pre-
rogative. % us, in the Second Treatise on Government (Indianapolis: Hacke+ , &-/(), par. &07, Locke writes: 
“What then could be done in this case to prevent the community from being exposed some time or other 
to eminent hazard, on one side or the other, by ! xed intervals and periods, set to the meeting and acting of 
the legislative; but to entrust it to the prudence of some, who being present, and acquainted with the state 
of public a' airs, might make use of this prerogative for the public good?” And in par. &7(: “% is power to 
act according to discretion, for the public good, without the prescription of the law, and sometimes even 
against it, is that which is called prerogative.” Paragraphs &7(– 7/ form a section entitled “Of Prerogative.” 
% ere is a lot of secondary literature on this. See, e.g., Clement Fatovic, “Constitutionalism and Contin-
gency: Locke’s % eory of Prerogative,” History of Political " ought #0, no. # (#((*): #)7– -); as well as the 
discussion of prerogative in John Dunn, " e Political " ought of John Locke: An Historical Account of the Ar-
gument of the “Two Treatises of Government” (London: Cambridge University Press, &-7-), &*/– 07. See also 
the short discussion in McCormick, “Dilemmas of Dictatorship,” #.)– ./.

07. Schmi+  quotes the Latin Leviathan, probably because the formulation is more succinct: “auctoritas, 
non veritas fecit legem.” % e corresponding passage in English is “though it be evident truth, is not there-
fore presently law; but because in all commonwealths in the world, it is part of the civil law: For though it 
be naturally reasonable; yet it is by the sovereign power that it is law” (% omas Hobbes, Leviathan [India-
napolis: Hacke+ , &--*], &/(–/&).
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sons”69 (PT, .#/ .-). “Persons,” for Hobbes, are beings constituted or autho-
rized to play a certain role or part.6:

Schmi+ ’s insistence on the necessarily and irreducibly human quality of 
political and legal actions is key. % ose who would elaborate a set of rules by 
which decisions can be made take the politics out of human life: Schmi+  is 
concerned to keep them in. (It is for reasons like this that one of Sheldon Wo-
lin’s objections to John Rawls’s A " eory of Justice, and even more to his Political 
Liberalism, comes from what he sees as Rawls’s overly legalistic reliance on 
courts.)6; Human society can, thus, never be made to rest on the determina-
tion and application of rules to individual situations. Decisions and judgments 
would always be necessary. In this, Schmi+  can be thought to be an initiator 
(albeit not recognized or known to be such) of contemporary developments 
such as both critical legal studies on the Le4  and the law and economics move-
ment on the Right.

% us, for Schmi+ , the state is not cofounded with the legal order, and, in ex-
ceptional situations, the juristic order that prevails is “not of the ordinary kind” 
(PT, &#/ &/). In fact, “the decision emanates . om nothingness” (PT, .&– .#/ ./ [my 
italics]).8< % e point, therefore, of this notion of sovereignty ultimately con-
strained not just by no formal rules but by nothing at all is to “create a juridical 
order” (Recht zu scha, en) under conditions that threaten anarchy.8$ % e sov-
ereign must decide both that a situation is exceptional and what to do about 
the exception in order to be able to create or recover a judicial order when the 
existing one is threatened by chaos.

% e necessarily extraordinary quality of sovereignty is made clear in the 
analogy Schmi+  uses to explain his point. He writes: “% e exception in juris-
prudence is analogous to the miracle in theology” (PT, .7/ *.). What does it 
mean to refer the “exception” to a “miracle”? Clearly, this has to do with po-
litical theology. To move toward an answer, one should look ! rst at the author 
who remained Schmi+ ’s touchstone. In the third book of Leviathan, Hobbes 
! rst identi! es a miracle as an occurrence when “the thing is strange, and the 

0). % e context is the relation of civil to ecclesiastical authority.
0/. See my “Seeing the Sovereign: % eatricality and Representation in Hobbes,” in Le! ing Be: Fest-

schri$  for Fred Dallmayr, ed. Stephen Schneck (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, #((7).
0-. Sheldon S. Wolin, review of John Rawls, Political Liberalism, Political " eory #*, no. & (February 

&--7): -)– &&-.
7(. See the discussion in Robert Howse, “From Legitimacy to Dictatorship"and Back Again: Leo 

Strauss’s Critique of the Anti- Liberalism of Carl Schmi+ ,” in Dyzenhaus, ed., Law as Politics, 7(– 70.
7&. Schmi+ , Political " eology, &./ Politische " eologie, &*. I have modi! ed Schwab’s translation, which 

is “to produce law.”
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natural cause di2  cult to imagine,” and then goes on to de! ne it as “a work of 
God, (besides his operation by the way of nature, ordained in the creation,) 
done, for the making manifest to his elect, the mission of an extraordinary 
minister for their salvation.”8, Hobbes’s de! nition is apposite to Schmi+  as, 
for him, the exception is the occasion for and of the revelation of the true nature 
of sovereignty.83 % us, the sovereign does not for Schmi+  only de! ne the ex-
ception"he is also revealed by and in it, which is why Schmi+  must refer to 
a “genuine” decision.

What would be wrong with at least trying to rest human a' airs on the rule 
of law? Schmi+  ! nds two major problems. % e ! rst comes from the episte-
mological relation between the exception and the norm. Sovereignty is what 
Schmi+  calls a Grenzbegri, , a limiting or border concept.85 It thus looks in two 
directions, marking the line between that which is subject to law, where sover-
eignty reigns, and that which is not, potentially the space of the exception (PT 
[German ed.], &.). To look only to the rule of law will be to misunderstand the 
nature and place of sovereignty. For Schmi+ , we understand the nature of the 
juridical order only by understanding sovereignty, that is, understanding that 
which opens on to the province of the exception.86 % is is because, he asserts, 
“the exception is more interesting than the rule.” As the citation from Kierke-
gaard that Schmi+  uses to support this claim argues, this is, not because one 
cannot think about the rule or the general, but because one does not notice 
anything in the general worth thinking about and, thus, our thought in this 
realm would be “without passion” (PT, &0/ #&).

It is important to realize that one can have an exception only if one has a 
rule. % erefore, the designation of something as an exception is, in fact, an as-
sertion of the nature and quality of the rule. If, as director of the program, I 
say, “I am going to make an exception in your case and let you go on the ex-
change program to France despite the fact that you did not have the required 
grade point average,” I am a2  rming both the rule and the fact that the rule is a 
human creation and, hence, does not control us automatically. I am also mak-
ing a judgment that, in this case, at this time, the good of all concerned indi-
cates the need for this exception (and, thus, that I am not taking a bribe).

7#. Hobbes, Leviathan, chap. .).
7.. For a di' erent but complementary treatment, see the excellent Ronald Beiner, Civil Religion: A Dia-

logue in the History of Political Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, #(&&), .7. and n. &0.
7*. % us, the exception is both part of and not part of the juridical order. See the useful discussion in 

Agamben, State of Exception, #*– #7.
70. See the striking and informative discussion in William Scheuerman, Between the Norm and the Ex-

ception: " e Frankfurt School and the Rule of Law (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, &--*), ..( and passim.
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What, however, am I a2  rming in a2  rming the human quality of the rule? 
% e claim about the exception, and, thus, the grounding of rules on human 
actions, is part of what Schmi+  sees as the need to defend the political. As we 
saw in a previous chapter, when Max Weber described the workings of bureau-
cracy, he asserted that in no case are bureaucratic (rationalized, rational- legal) 
relations relations between human persons, between human beings. Nor are 
they political, for exactly that reason. Bureaucracy is a form of social organiza-
tion that rests on norms and rules and not on persons. It is, thus, a form of 
rule in which there is “ ‘objective’ discharge of business . . . according to cal-
culable rules and ‘without regard for persons.’ ” What he meant is that it was 
in the nature of modern civilization to remove the nonrational from societal 
processes, replacing it with the formalism of abstract procedures. (He did not 
think everything was always already like this"merely that this was the ten-
dency.) % e disenchantment of the world is, for Weber, the disappearance of 
politics, hence the disappearance of the human, hence the lessening of the role 
that the nonrational and rule governed play in the a' airs of society. “Bureau-
cracy,” he proclaimed, “has nothing to do with politics.”88

It is the growing realization of the importance of depoliticization, what Max 
Weber had called the “demagi! cation [Entzauberung] of the world,” that leads 
Schmi+  in &-.* to note that his &-## categories of juridical thinking had been 
too few. In the preface to the second edition of Political " eology he notes: “I 
now distinguish between not two but three types of legal thinking; in addition 
to the normativist and the decisionist, there is the institutional one” (PT, #/ 
/). He goes on to indicate that, whereas normativism thinks in terms of imper-
sonal rules and decisionism thinks in terms of personal decisions, institutional 
thinking thinks in terms of organizations that transcend the personal sphere. 
% us, the state corresponds to normativism, political movements (Bewegun-
gen) to decisionism, and the people (Volk) to institutionalism.89 Institutional-
ism alone “leads to [a] pluralism . . . devoid of sovereignty.” In fact, public law 
under Wilhelminian and Weimar Germany was both a “deteriorated . . . nor-
mativism” and a “degenerate decisionism, . . . [a] formless mixture, unsuitable 
for any structure” (PT, ./ /). And this is at the core of his claim that ours is an 

77. Weber, Wirtscha$  und Gesellscha$ , 77&/ Economy and Society, -)0.
7). In the fall of &-.., Schmi+  publishes Staat, Bewegung, Volk: Die Dreigliedrung des politischen Einheit 

(State, movement, people: % e three parts of political unity) (Hamburg: Hanseatische, &-.*). (Glied also 
means “limb.”) % is book had a too articulated sense of political society for some members of the Nazi 
Party and seems to have go+ en Schmi+  into trouble and to have led to the articles a+ acking him in the Ge-
stapo organ Das schwarze Korps in &-.7. See the discussion below. Faye (Heidegger, chap. 7) reads this book 
as thoroughly Nazi"despite the trouble that it brought Schmi+ .
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age of neutralization and depoliticization: whereas all previous eras had lead-
ers and decisionmakers, the era of technology and technological progress has 
no such need of individual persons. It to call a+ ention to this progression that 
Schmi+  starts chapter . of Political " eology with the second most famous sen-
tence of the book: “% e central concepts of modern state theory are all secular-
ized theological concepts” (PT, .7/ *. [translation modi! ed]).8:

What does this mean? Key here is Schmi+ ’s understanding of secularized. 
Schmi+  accepts from Max Weber the idea of the demagi! cation or disenchant-
ment of the world. To say that all concepts in modern state theory are sec-
ularized theological concepts is, not to want to restore to those concepts a 
theological dimension, but to point to the fact that what has been lost since 
the sixteenth (“theological”) century has amounted to a hollowing out of po-
litical concepts. % ey thus no longer have, as it were, the force and strength 
that they had earlier and are unable to resist the dynamics of technology. % e 
consequence of Schmi+ ’s notion of secularization is to try and restore to the 
concepts of sovereignty and political authority in a secular age the qualities 
that they had earlier. Secularization thus is a central quality of contemporary 
sovereignty and, thus, of contemporary politics. % e sovereign in e' ect es-
tablished the borders that make politics possible. Much as Kant had argued 
that the establishment of limits to reason was necessary for knowledge to be 
possible,8; so Schmi+  ! nds the central role of sovereignty to be the establish-
ment of limits. In this sense, the sovereign is the unfathomable enabler of the 
political realm, the existential equivalent of the noumenal in Kant. % ose sov-
ereign decisions that, as noted, rest on nothing and that the sovereign makes 
actual are for everyone (who is not an enemy or, as we shall see, a monster). 
% e subjective “I” becomes the common “we.”

% us, one might say that Schmi+  is not a counterrevolutionary in a reaction-
ary sort of way. He accepts that legitimacy in this age must be democratic"it 
certainly cannot be monarchical. % us, although it is clear that he thinks that 
Joseph de Maistre, Louis de Bonald, and Juan Donoso Cortés got the prob-

7/. Schmi+ , Politische " eologie, *.: “Alle prägnanten Begri' e der modernen Staatslehre sind säkula-
risierte theologische Begri' e.” As translator, George Schwab was faced with the di2  cult task of rendering 
prägnanten"it means “concise, succinct,” which is only partly caught by his signi+ cant. I have gone (with 
thanks for a consultation to William Arctander O’Brien) for what I believe to be the meaning rather than 
for a literal equivalent.

7-. See Immanuel Kant, Prolegomenon to Any Future Metaphysics, par. 0), Ak. *:.0&. On the same page, 
Kant refers to the “Schranken der Vernun4 .” See Andrew Norris, “Carl Schmi+ ’s Political Metaphysics: 
On the Secularization of the ‘Outermost Sphere,’ ” " eory and Event *, no. & (#((&), h+ p:// muse.jhu .edu
/ login?uri=/ journals/ theory_and_event/ v((*/ *.&norris .html.
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lem right, their solutions (monarchy for the Frenchman and dictatorship for 
the Spaniard) are unacceptable. As he notes on the last page of Political " eol-
ogy: “% ose counterrevolutionary philosophers of the state . . . heightened the 
moment of the decision to such an extent that the notion of legitimacy, their 
starting point, was dissolved [aufgehebt]. . . . % is decisionism is essentially 
dictatorship, not legitimacy” (PT, 70– 77/7-).

While Schmi+  has sympathies for these theorists over and against the bour-
geois liberal thinkers that Donoso Cortés had stigmatized as a “clasa discuti-
dora,” the “discussing classes” (PT, 0// 7.), the point of the analysis of the cen-
trality of the exception for sovereignty is precisely to restore, in a democratic 
age, the element of transcendence that had been there in the sixteen century 
and even the seventeenth"Hobbes, Schmi+  believes, understood the prob-
lem exactly. Failing that, the triumph of nonpolitical, inhuman technologizing 
will be inevitable. % ere is, thus, in Schmi+  a challenge to those who would 
argue that politics in a democratic age can rest on discussion.9< Such a claim is, 
for him, the privilege, as we saw, of the bourgeois “discussing classes.”

For Schmi+ , the secularization of theological concepts in the realm of sov-
ereignty is, rather, to be understood as corresponding to the greatest progress 
in human rationality, progress that has occurred in and because of the state.9$ 
% is is “the distinction between enemy and criminal and from that the only 

)(. See the discussion in Chantal Mou' e, “Carl Schmi+  and the Paradox of Liberal Democracy,” in 
Dyzenhaus, ed., Law as Politics, &0-– )/, &70– 7/.

)&. % ere have been other theorists of secularization. Schmi+  always associates himself with Weber 
on this ma+ er, but it is the burden of the &-7- follow-up volume to Political " eology, Political " eology II, 
to analyze and counter other such theorists. Of those he considers there, let us retain brie1 y his critique of 
Hans Blumenberg, whose &-77 Die Legitimität der Neuzeit (" e Legitimacy of the Modern Age, trans. Rob-
ert M. Wallace [Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, &-/.]) advanced a powerful theory of an independent mo-
dernity apparently in critique of thinkers like Weber and Schmi+ . Blumenberg wishes to defend reason in 
the contemporary age without having recourse to transcendental or teleological support. To vastly over-
simplify a sweeping book, Blumenberg distinguishes three stages in Western history, each characterized by 
its own absolute: these have been “reality,” where “nature” was the reference; “transcendence,” where “God” 
was; and now “science,” where “space and time” are. % us, for Blumenberg, theories of secularization are 
misleading as they do not take into account the self- standing quality of each epoch. While professing to 
admire the scope and ambition of the book, against it Schmi+  notes that Blumenberg sees science as a ne-
gation of theology or transcendence. For him, this mixes together too many elements. Echoing Nietzsche, 
science, rather, becomes the new transcendent standard (albeit with the di' erence that it furthers technic-
ity). Schmi+  points out that he is concerned primarily with, not metaphysical questions, but simply the re-
lation between the two most “highly evolved and structured organisms of ‘Western rationalism,’ ” namely, 
the European state, based on the notion of a ius publicum, and the Catholic Church, with its juridical ra-
tionality. By maintaining the independence and self- standing quality of each epoch, Blumenberg is led to 
assimilate “right” to “law” and, thus, “legitimacy” to “legality,” which, in turn, allows him to argue that the 
human desire to know (hence science) needs “no justi! cation.” % us, the immanence of value advocated by 
Blumenberg becomes, for Schmi+ , simply a form of self- asserting “autism” (Politische " eologie II, /*– /-).
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possible foundation for a theory of State neutrality at the time of wars between 
other states.”9, Secularization, in other words, has made it possible for con1 ict 
to occur between enemies and not between the legal and the criminal.93

What is consequent to this understanding of secularization?95 % ree ele-
ments are involved. First is Schmi+ ’s understanding of power. Political power 
is to be understood on the model of God’s creation"which is how Hobbes 
had understood it. Power is to make something from that which is not some-
thing and, thus, to be above or not subject to laid- down laws. % is understand-
ing of power clearly draws on medieval theology, but it is the point of the last 
chapter in Political " eology to show that it is basically a modern understand-
ing, most clearly formulated at the beginning of the nineteenth century by the 
French counterrevolutionary thinkers Maistre, Bonald and the Spanish theo-
rist of dictatorship and authority Donoso Cortés. % ese theorists wrote with 
the conscious intent to create the philosophical basis for opposition to the 
Enlightenment, which had, in their eyes, led to the chaos of the French Revo-
lution and the disorders of modernity.

% is points to the second element in Schmi+ ’s conception of secularization. 
% e French Revolution is the historically concrete manifestation of a kind of 
revolutionary myth, speci! cally, the myth of the creative power of the demo-
cratically equal populace. % is is the basis of his criticism of Rousseau, that the 
general will is substituted for the human will of a sovereign (PT, *7/ 0&). To these 
understandings, it was necessary to oppose a myth of a hierarchically ordered 
and uni! ed people, which the exceptional acts of the sovereign would instanti-
ate. One might think of this as a kind of right- wing Leninism, where the Party 
is replaced by the Volk and the sovereign becomes the Party in action. % e sov-
ereign is the action of “us” against “them”"friends versus enemies.96 % is con-
frontation, however, must take place at the metaphysical level"that of one faith 
against another. For this reason, the confrontation is one of political theology.98

% e last point indicates another element in Schmi+ ’s conception of sec-

)#. Schmi+ , Political " eology II, /7.
).. Schmi+  will toward the end of his life in " e " eory of the Partisan o' er an insightful analysis of the 

transformations in warfare in the postcolonial period.
)*. I am conscious in the next several paragraphs of the general in1 uence of Etienne Balibar’s “Le 

 Hobbes de Schmi+ , le Schmi+  de Hobbes.”
)0. All this, one should note, is quite consonant with a reading of Hobbes. See my “How to Write Scrip-

ture: Words, Authority, and Politics in % omas Hobbes,” Critical Inquiry #(, no. & (Autumn &--.): &#/– 0-; 
and Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, &// Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre des 
" omas Hobbes, #0– #7.

)7. See the discussion in Heinrich Meier, Carl Schmi! , Leo Strauss, and “" e Concept of the Political” 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, #((.), )).
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ularization. Schmi+  is, in political ma+ ers, a realist, one of the reasons that 
people like Hans Morgenthau, the German-American theorist of the primacy 
of national interest in international relations, found him important. Schmi+  
here continues the line of thought initiated by Carl von Savigny. Savigny, an 
important legal theorist in the ! rst half of the nineteenth century, argued that 
civil law acquired its character from the Volksbewusstsein"the common con-
sciousness of the people"and was, thus, the product of the particular histori-
cally given qualities that a people might have. Hence, for him there was, in the 
Germany of that time, with its common language and customs, no real basis 
for di' erent systems of law. For Savigny, the sovereign or legislator was the 
expresser of the Volksbewusstsein.99 Schmi+ , as we have seen, gives this part of 
Savigny’s thought very strong emphasis.

Taken together, these elements in Schmi+ ’s thought cast light on what we 
can surmise was the a+ raction of National Socialism. Schmi+  came, as did 
Heidegger, from a rural, Catholic, petit- bourgeois upbringing. He describes 
his childhood, adolescence, and youth"the la+ er lasting for him until the end 
of World War I, during which he served as an o2  cer and at the end of which he 
was thirty years old"as periods of ge+ ing rid of various in1 uences: his Cathol-
icism is “displaced” and “detotalized”; greater Prussianness is “de- Hegelized.” 
Likewise during his “manhood,” Weimar Germany is “de- Prussi! ed.”9: While 
Catholicism was always to remain important to Schmi+ , it is important to see 
in this self- description the portrait of a person whose ties to his various tra-
ditions are negative and are not replaced by a liberal faith in the future or in 
progress.9; One has to read, therefore, his a+ acks on liberalism in conjunction 
with the accumulation of de- verbs.:< % is is a reactionary for whom the past 
provides no message. Sovereignty rests on nothing.

)). % is may make the question of Schmi+ ’s anti- Semitic writings more complex. One might speak of 
anti- Judaism, meaning by that that Schmi+  saw in German Judaism the kind of pluralism that he found in-
compatible with the commonalty of the Volk that he saw as essential to the political. In practice, however, 
certainly in the % ird Reich, one could not be opposed to Judaism without being opposed to Jews.

)/. % is is Schmi+ ’s account in his contribution to H. Quaritsch, ed., Complexio oppositorum: Uber Carl 
Schmi!  (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, &-//), &(0. See the discussion in Mehring, Carl Schmi! : Zur Einführung, 
&#– &0, to which I owe this reference. It is worth noting that the 1 exibility of the German language permits 
Schmi+  to construct neologisms in each of these cases: entortet, entotalisiert, enthegelianisiert, and entpreusst.

)-. Schmi+  is, of course, not the only person to be in this situation, nor was Heidegger. For a represen-
tative sense of the times, one can still pro! tably read J. B. Bury, " e Idea of Progress: An Inquiry into Its Origin 
and Growth (London: Macmillan, &-#().

/(. And, thus, while le4 - wing antiliberals can “learn from” Carl Schmi+ , it is not completely clear 
that it is Carl Schmi+  that they are learning. See Paul Piccone and Gary L. Ulmen, “Introduction to Carl 
Schmi+ ,” Telos )# (Summer &-/)): &*. See also the material cited in my “Dimensions of the Debate around 
Carl Schmi+ ,” nn. 0– ).
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What, then, was the source of his a+ raction to Hitler? It was pre+ y clearly 
not an admiration of the particular qualities that the man had: even if one 
discounts the occasion, the disdain he expresses during his interrogation at 
Nuremberg is palpable.:$ One might rather say that Hitler appeared to him 
something like the entity God had sent to perform a miracle"as in the cita-
tion from Hobbes given above"and that the miracle was the recovery of a 
this- worldly transcendence for sovereignty and, thus, the human realm of the 
political. From this understanding, the person Hitler was nothing important, 
and Schmi+ ’s relation to it could be only the relation one has to a miracle: ac-
ceptance or rejection.:,

% is is all the more likely as very rapidly Hitler seemed to many to behave 
like a true statesman in times of exception, legally elected but/ or/ and capable 
of making the hard, extralegal decisions that were necessary. When, in the 
midst of increasingly public con1 ict between various factions of the party, Hit-
ler and Goering ordered, on June .( and July &– #, &-.*, the execution of all 
the leadership of the SA (the Sturmabteilung, or storm troopers), within two 
days almost all the press was congratulating them on having saved the country 
from civil war. Hindenburg sent (or was led to send) a telegram of thanks to 
the new chancellor.:3 Schmi+  published on August &, &-.*, a newspaper article 
entitled “Der Führer schützt das Recht” (% e Führer protects the legal order) 
defending Hitler’s actions.:5 % us, it is the reality of taking power and manifest-
ing sovereignty in the use of power that a+ racted Schmi+ : his understanding 
of law required that he support Hitler. It was not a question of succumbing to 
the charisma of a prophet, true or false.

/&. Carl Schmi+ , “Carl Schmi+  à Nuremberg, avril, ‘*)– juillet, ‘*),” in Ex captivate salus (French ed.), 
*&: “He [Hitler] was so uninteresting to me that I don’t even want to talk about it.”

/#. In this, Schmi+ , like Heidegger, is dedicated to what Alain Badiou calls “the event,” a kairotic mo-
ment that bursts on the world and transforms the terms by which the world is understood. See n. &/ above 
and the end of chapter ) below.

/.. See the discussion of the event in Ian Kershaw, " e “Hitler Myth”: Image and Reality in the " ird 
Reich (Oxford: Oxford University Press, #((&), /*– -0.

/*. % e ma+ er is a bit more complex. Ellen Kennedy argues (personal communication, September 
#((-) that he was compelled to write this article. Schmi+  was identi! ed with some elements of the SA, and 
there is some evidence that he was speci! cally exempted from the purge by Goering. In a somewhat self-
 pitying and self- aggrandizing poem he wrote in &-*/ for his sixtieth birthday, “Gesang des Sechzigjährigen,” 
he notes that he has been “three times in the belly of the ! sh.” % e ! rst is &-.*, the second the a+ acks on him 
in &-.7 in the Gestapo organ Das schwarze Korps (a moment he identi! es to his interrogator in Nuremberg 
as when he “foreswore the devil”), and the last his interrogation a4 er the war, when he appears to believe 
that he might be hung. See Schmi+ , Ex captivate salus (German ed.), -(.
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In my foreword to " e Concept of the Political, I raised the question of the 
reason for Schmi+ ’s adherence to National Socialism. I rejected there the idea 
that he was blinded by ambition (though he was ambitious):6 or that he mis-
understood what Nazism was about (as if what it was about in &-.. was only 
one thing and obvious).:8 I suggested, instead, that Schmi+  thought that the 
enemies of the regime were, in fact, (necessarily) enemies of what it meant to 
be German. I think this is true, but then the problem with Schmi+  is that he 
allows the notion of enemy to too easily de! ne the notion of friend. Friends 
are harder to ! nd and easier to keep.

S C H M I T T ,  H I S  S E V E R A L  H O B B E S E S , 
A N D  A N T I !  S E M I T I S M

But, with this, what now? Surely one could have been a conservative without 
being an anti- Semite? (Indeed, could one have been a Nazi without being an 
anti- Semite?) % e question of Schmi+ ’s anti- Semitism is best explored in rela-
tion to his relation to Hobbes. Hobbes was of repeated and constant concern 
to Schmi+  throughout his life. It is in his struggles with and appreciation for 
Hobbes that some of the darker aspects of Schmi+ ’s thought are illuminated. In 
" e Concept of the Political (&-.#), he had wri+ en that Hobbes was “truly a pow-
erful and systematic political thinker . . . [who] has drawn [the] simple con-
sequences of political thought without confusion and more clearly than any-
one else” (CP, 70/ 7*– 70). Indeed, this was already toned down a bit from the 
original &-#) publication in the Archiv für Sozialwissenscha$  in which  Hobbes 
had appeared as “by far the greatest political thinker, perhaps the only truly 
systematic one.”:9 Hobbes was, for Schmi+ , the thinker who best established 

/0. Contra Mehring, Carl Schmi! : Zur Einführung, 7&.
/7. % is is not to deny that it becomes, or should become, obvious at some time; when and how that 

happens is extremely important. Additionally, the experience of not having been obvious a' ects the rec-
ognition of the obvious.

As an example of the kind of argument that I do not think can be sustained on the question of the rea-
sons for Schmi+ ’s adherence to Nazism, see Julien Freund, preface to Carl Schmi+ , La notion du politique 
(Paris: Flammarion, &--#), &(' ., where Freund refers ambiguously to the anti- Semitism and makes Schmi+  
out to be a version of Max Weber. For Freund, the link to Weber speaks in favor of Schmi+ . Jürgen Ha-
bermas (" e Philosophical Discourse of Modernity: Twelve Lectures [Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, &-/)], )() 
makes the same link in condemnation of Schmi+ . See Duncan Kelly, " e State of the Political: Conceptions 
of Politics and the State in the " ought of Max Weber, Carl Schmi! , and Franz Neumann (Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, #((.). For an excellent discussion of some relations and di' erences between Weber, Schmi+ , 
and Arendt, see Kalyvas, Democracy and the Politics of the Extraordinary.

/). Carl Schmi+ , “Der Begri'  des Politischen,” Archiv für Sozialwissenscha$  0/ (&-#)): &– .., #).
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the primacy of the political, the leader of the struggle against “depoliticiza-
tion” (CP- ZN, .-/ //).

In &-.#, there also appeared Leo Strauss’s “Notes on Carl Schmi+ , " e Con-
cept of the Political.” Strauss had been working on Hobbes at least since the 
previous year. In his &-.# remarks, he argued what was to become the central 
point of his " e Political Philosophy of Hobbes (wri+ en in German in &-.0 but 
published in &-.7 only in English): Hobbes was, in fact, the founder, not of 
the idea of autonomous politics, but of liberal politics.:: % us, Strauss argued, 
the Hobbes Schmi+  so admired remained in the end of the liberal bourgeois 
world that Schmi+  had sought to critique. Shortly therea4 er, and continuing 
through the appointment of Hitler as chancellor, Schmi+  sought in a number 
of texts"most notably Staat, Bewegung, Volk"to theorize what he called the 
“legal . . . German Revolution” in terms of a “total state.” % e “total state” was 
understood a unity"indeed, a fusion"of state and civil society as well as of 
the “movement” and the “people.”:;

% e concern with the total state appears to have led Schmi+  to rework his 
appreciation of Hobbes. In &-./, he published " e Leviathan in the State " eory 
of Hobbes. Although he does not explicitly mention " e Political Philosophy of 
Hobbes in it, it is most likely in response to the force of Strauss’s critique that 
he altered his understanding of Hobbes. Schmi+ ’s argument in this book and 
the &-.) article appended to it is that the new “god” that is created in the cove-
nanting of the Leviathan/ sovereign is a god only “in a juristic sense and not in 
a metaphysical sense. % e sovereign- representative person cannot thus delay 
the complete mechanization of the state.” For Schmi+ , the Hobbesian state is 
not a “total person” but rather a mechanism, and, as a mechanism, it is “inca-
pable of any totality.”;< % e groundwork is being laid for technicity.

Schmi+  now reads Hobbes as se+ ing the stage for what will become lib-
eral politics. Hobbes’s work will be furthered by Spinoza in his Tractatus-
 theologico- politicus. “Only a few years a4 er the appearance of the Leviathan,” 
writes Schmi+ , “the glance of the ! rst liberal Jew fell on the barely perceivable 

//. % e Hobbes book was not published in German until &-7*. See Leo Strauss, Gesammelte Schri$ en, 
vol. .. Ironically, Strauss was able to complete his work on Hobbes in England (and away from Nazi Ger-
many) because Schmi+  had helped him obtain a Rockefeller fellowship. See the le+ ers reproduced in 
Meier, Carl Schmi!  and Leo Strauss: " e Hidden Dialogue, &#.– #). % e argument of Meier’s book is that 
under the dispute about liberalism lies a con1 ict between revelation (political theology) and reason (po-
litical philosophy).

/-. Schmi+ , Staat, Bewegung, Volk, /. Schmi+  probably takes this idea from Der totale Staat (Hamburg: 
Hanseatische, &-..), in which Ernst Forstho'  defends the Führerprinzip. Forstho'  was severely criticized by 
the Gestapo and eventually removed from his teaching post for work he did in the late &-.(s.

-(. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, -/, &((.
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crack. He immediately recognized there the large fracture into which modern 
liberalism would fall and in which the whole of the relationship that Hobbes 
had constructed between interior and exterior, between public and private, 
could be inverted into its opposite.”;$ Hobbes, it appears, made a tiny mistake, 
but, from that small hole, the whole dam collapsed.

What was this crack that Hobbes seems to have missed? Why was it a “lib-
eral Jew,” let alone the “! rst” one, who turned the crack into a great empty 
space? Schmi+  starts his book with a consideration of the mythic resonances 
of the ! gure of the Leviathan. On the one hand, it is a great aquatic animal 
and, thus, appropriate to the seventeenth- century development of England as 
primarily a sea power. But, says Schmi+ , this is politically problematic: “A big 
! sh became a symbol connected with the typical continental process of state 
building of European land powers. % e English Isle and its world- conquering 
seafaring needed no absolute monarchy . . . nor a juridical system based on the 
state’s law [noch eines gesetzesstaatlichen Rechtssystems].” It follows that the En-
glish would not appreciate Hobbes: indeed, they took him to be the “monster 
from Malmesbury.” As Schmi+  puts it: “What could have been a grand signal 
of restoration of the vital energy and political unity . . . became a grotesque 
horror picture.” Worse, on the Continent (where “Hobbes’ state had the great-
est actuality”), the Leviathan symbol was unable to “a+ ain the unproblematic 
immediacy” that images require to be e' ective"it was a sea animal.;,

We are here in the center of Schmi+ ’s theory of political myth.;3 If you in-
voke a myth, says Schmi+ , volens nolens you invoke all the elements of it: “No 
chain of thought"no ma+ er how clear"can stand up against the force of 
genuine mythical images.” Hobbes failed to realize that he was “conjuring up 
the invisible forces of an old, ambiguous myth.”;5 Tell yourself a story, and 
you will become a player in it. What happens, according to Schmi+ , is that, as 
an agnostic, Hobbes makes religious truth not a subject ma+ er for the state.;6 
% us, in this book, Schmi+  criticizes Hobbes for allowing the privacy of be-
lief. (Hobbes says that it does not ma+ er what you think as long as what you 

-&. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, 0) (translation modi! ed)/ Der Levia-
than in der Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes, /7. George Schwab leaves out “! rst.”

-#. Ibid., /(, /& (translation modi! ed)/ &#(, &##.
-.. See the discussion in my foreword to Political " eology, xxviii.
-*. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, /& (translation modi! ed)/ Der Levia-

than in der Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes, &#..
-0. Leo Strauss, Die Religions- Kritik Spinozas (&-.(), in Gesammelte Schri$ en, &:&*-– ..(. See also 

Strauss, Hobbes’ politische Wissenscha$  in ihrer Genesis, in Gesammelte Schri$ en, .:&*0, where Hobbes is said 
to be an agnostic, although one who never took the “single step” to atheism.
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do is what the sovereign requires.) It does not ma+ er what you believe as long 
as you conform to the laws of the sovereign and do not hold beliefs that lead 
you to deny the authority of the sovereign. Hobbes designates the Leviathan 
a “great man” but also a machine (following to some degree Descartes); by al-
lowing private belief, he in fact renders the state mostly machine and sets in 
motion the tendency to technicity and the decline of the political that Schmi+  
had addressed in Political " eology and " e Concept of the Political. In this sense, 
Schmi+  has accepted one part of the thrust of Strauss’s critique. “In the eigh-
teenth century, the Leviathan as magnus homo, as the godlike sovereign per-
son of the state, was destroyed from within. % e distinction of inner and outer 
became for the moral god a sickness unto death.” Schmi+  goes on to say that 
what survives is the administrative apparatus"the machine. “% e legislator 
humanus became a machina legislatoria.”;8

As such, Schmi+  has given us a version of the story of rationalization and 
disenchantment that was powerfully put forward by Max Weber.;9 % ere is, 
however, more. % e Leviathan is a great man, it is a mortal god, and it is a ma-
chine.;: It is also a monster. % e conception of the state as a great machine it-
self arose from “the distinction between the state and individual freedom. % at 
happened in an age when the very organizations of this human freedom were 
no more than the knives with which the anti- individualist forces sliced up the 
1 esh of the Leviathan and divided it among themselves. % us did the ‘mortal 
god’ die a second time.”;; Who killed this second Christ? % e answer was set 
up at the beginning of the book in Schmi+ ’s discussion of the myth of the Le-
viathan. % ere, he recalls the opposition between the sea monster Leviathan 
and the earth monster Behemoth (the second monster provided Hobbes with 
the title of his book about the revolution on and of English soil).$<< Schmi+  
elaborates his mythos: to the ba+ le between the two monsters, “the Jews stand 
by and watch how the people of the world kill one another; in their eyes such 
practices of ‘ritual slaughter and massacre’ conform to the law and are ‘kosher’ 

-7. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, 70/ Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre 
des " omas Hobbes, --.

-). See the excellent analysis in Norris, “Carl Schmi+ ’s Political Metaphysics.”
-/. For a brief but informative account of the development of animal- or human- like machines, see 

Lisa Nocks, " e Robot: " e Life Story of a Technology (Westport, CT: Greenwood, #(()), &– .7.
--. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, )* (translation modi! ed)/ Der Levia-

than in der Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes, &&/.
&((. Schmi+  will publish Land und Meer: Eine weltgeschichtliche Betrachtung in &-*# (it was translated 

into English as Land and Sea [Washington, DC: Plutarch, &--)]). See Christopher Leigh Connery, “Ide-
ologies of Land and Sea: Alfred % ayer Mahan, Carl Schmi+ , and the Shaping of Global Myth Elements,” 
Boundary / #/, no. # (Summer #((&): &).– #(&.
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and this is why they eat the 1 esh of those who have died and live o'  of it.” 
% e peoples of the world killed sovereignty, and, according the Schmi+ , the 
Jews, as bystanders, pro! ted from the murder- suicide. In mythology, the Le-
viathan is also a serpent or dragon, a beast that “non- Jewish people [see] . . . 
as protective and benevolent,” whereas “Near Eastern and Jewish mythology” 
! nds it to be “hostile and evil.”$<$ Later in the book, Schmi+  will a+ ack “the 
Jewish philosopher Stahl- Jolson” for speaking in favor of the clear- cut separa-
tion between religion and politics, thereby extending the position already ad-
vanced by Spinoza and Moses Mendelssohn.$<, Crudely: Hobbes understood 
the need for the total state but inadvertently le4  a crack that Jewish thought 
exploited into a full- blown ! ssure.

S C H M I T T ,  T H E  J E W S ,  A N D  A N T I !  S E M I T I S M

Schmi+  blames the ! nal destruction of the idea of a uni! ed political realm on 
the Jewish and Near Eastern a+ itude toward the myths that make such a realm 
possible. In a recent book, Raphael Gross has made a forceful case for the claim 
that Schmi+ ’s anti- Semitism was not simply that of a careerist but embedded 
in the deep structure of his thought. For Gross, “the Jew” lies under one pole 
of each of the binary oppositions that Schmi+  works with: the Jew is “enemy,” 
the “Anti- Christ.” Lacking spatial and territorial de! nition, these oppositions 
undermine all notions of “nomos.”$<3

&(&. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, - (translation modi! ed)/ Der Levia-
than in der Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes, &/– &-. Similar thoughts are expressed with more detail in Schmi+ , 
Land und Meer, -– &(. % e monster Grendel should have given Schmi+  pause.

&(#. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, 7-/ Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre 
des " omas Hobbes, &(7. It is important that Schmi+  insists on calling Friedrich Stahl a Jew. Stahl was an 
ecclesiastical lawyer who had converted to Lutheranism at age nineteen, had married a gentile (a woman, 
remarks Schmi+ , “die deutscher Herkun4  war” [Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes, &(-]), 
and was very active in strengthening the political position of the Lutheran Church. In " e Concept of the 
Political, Schmi+  spoke of him favorably, referred to him as “Stahl” (not “Stahl- Jolson”), and associated 
him with Maistre, Bonald, and Donoso Cortés. It is also noteworthy that Schmi+  does not mention Kant’s 
praise of Mendelssohn. In a le+ er Kant says: “You have to know how to reconcile your religion with the lib-
erty of conscience in such a manner that no one would have thought it possible (of your religion) and to an 
extent that no one else can boast” (cited from the manuscript of Foucault’s “Le gouvernement de soi et des 
autres” [thanks again to Professor Luxon]). And in the Metaphysics of Morals he hold this up as an example. 
Schmi+  seems quite sensitive to what he is doing as he defends his a+ ribution of Jewishness to Stahl in two 
prickly footnotes. See Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, )0/ Der Leviathan in der 
Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes, &(), &(-.

&(.. Raphael Gross, Carl Schmi!  and the Jews: " e “Jewish Question,” the Holocaust, and German Legal 
" eory (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, #(()). In a broader context, Vilho Harle maintains 
much the same thing in " e Enemy with a " ousand Faces: " e Tradition of the Other in Western Political 
" ought and History (Westport, CT: Greenwood, #(((), &*0– *7.
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% ere is clearly something to Gross’s accusation, but what exactly? In the 
! rst chapter of " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, Schmi+  
a+ ributes to Strauss the claim that Hobbes says that Jews are responsible for 
the distinction between religion and politics, a distinction that, Schmi+  says, 
Hobbes considered nefarious. Hobbes, for instance, says in the Leviathan that 
the Romans “made no scruple of tolerating any religion whatsoever in the city 
of Rome itself, unless it had something in it, that could not consist with their 
civil government; nor do we read, that any religion was there forbidden, but 
that of the Jews; who (being the peculiar kingdom of God) thought it unlaw-
ful to acknowledge subjection to any mortal king or state whatsoever.”$<5 For 
Schmi+ , however, what is right in Hobbes is not so much that he is against the 
Jews as that he is against any disaggregation of power into religion, on the one 
hand, and, on the other, politics (including that by Catholics and Presbyteri-
ans). % e ancients had no such separation"Hobbes knew this, and Schmi+  
thinks them and him right. Indeed, he notes that Hobbes saw the sovereign as 
the “lieutenant of God”"thus as pope (traditionally referred to as “the lieu-
tenant of God”) and ruler in one.$<6

As noted, Hobbes, however, did open up the tiny crack into which Spi-
noza and others rushed and that they then enlarged. Here, one must say that 
Schmi+ ’s anti- Semitism is ! rst and foremost an anti- Judaism.$<8 (It is, of course, 
important to remember that, in actual practice, the di' erence was moot in 
the Germany of that time.) When Schmi+  says that “Jesus is the Christ” is 
the most important sentence in Hobbes, he is a+ ributing to Christianity a 
political quality. It is to claim that the integrity or unity of political society is 
of central importance. To say that “Jesus is the Christ” is to say that he is the 
Messiah, that is, that he is anointed and appointed by God to lead a people 
and that what he does transcends all law.$<9 (Christ is not a proper name but a 

&(*. Hobbes, Leviathan, chap. &#. In chap. *-, Hobbes, in fact, says: “Seeing then our Savior, and his 
apostles, le4  not new laws to oblige us in this world, but new doctrine to prepare us for the next; the books 
of the New Testament, which contain that doctrine, until obedience to them was commanded, by them that 
God had given power to on earth to be legislators, were not obligatory canons, that is, laws, but only good, 
and safe advice, for the direction of sinners in the way to salvation, which every man might take, and refuse 
at his own peril, without injustice.”

&(0. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, /#/ Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre 
des " omas Hobbes, &#0.

&(7. % ere is a complex issue here that I cannot go into. It has to do with Schmi+ ’s a+ itude toward 
Christianity as it is practiced. Jacob Taubes (Ad Carl Schmi! : Gegenstrebige Fügung [Berlin: Merve, &-/)], #0) 
writes: “For Schmi+  Christianity was ‘Judaism for the peoples,’ against whose power he always desired to 
rise up. But Schmi+  saw ever more profoundly how impotent such a ‘protest’ against God and history is.”

&(). See my foreword to Political " eology as well as my “% e Sacred Quality of Politics: Remarks on 
Schmi+ , Hobbes and Saint Paul,” Politisches Denken Jahrbuch, #(&(, #*0– -*.
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Greek translation of the Hebrew mashiah or “messiah”"the “anointed one.”) 
% at the Jew does not (according to Schmi+ ) accept this means that he will 
always be in contradiction to a uni! ed society for the reason that he claims a 
source of right (Recht) that is external to the society (God’s law). Schmi+ ’s po-
sition has some relation to Hobbes’s distress with Roman Catholics, who had 
a divided loyalty. His anti- Semitism is, thus, not (at least not primarily) a bio-
logical anti- Semitism. It is worth noting, however, that neither the Nazis (of-
! cially, though not in everyday discourse) nor Schmi+  spoke of Rasse (race) 
when discussing these ma+ ers. % ey did (both) speak of Artgleichheit (having 
the same type, sometimes translated as racial identity) and Art. emdheit (of a 
foreign kind or species). Art can mean “kind,” “sort,” “species,” “nature,” “man-
ner,” “way,” or “behavior.”$<:

% e problem comes from the fact that, from at least &-#. on, Schmi+  claims 
that sovereignty presupposes the need for homogeneity (Gleichartigkeit) of 
the political body (and not pluralism); thus, his anti- Judaism is part of his con-
struction of national identity. In the ! rst chapter of " e Leviathan in the State 
" eory of " omas Hobbes, Schmi+  had favorably cited “the Jewish scholar Leo 
Strauss” for his recognition that Hobbes had thought it important to “struggle” 
to restore “the original unity” of the spiritual and secular powers.$<; However, 
he argues, Strauss is misleading on Hobbes on Jews.$$< Strauss seems to hold 
that Jews were responsible for the distinction between the spiritual and the 
secular realms. If it were the case that the Jews are solely responsible for the 
separation, then we could maintain, as does Strauss, the incompatibility (but 
also the reality and, thus, necessity) of a realm of reason (Athens) and a realm 
of revelation ( Jerusalem"God’s law, which is necessarily in tension with 

&(/. For a good summary of Schmi+ ’s most violently anti- Semitic statements, see Meier, " e Lesson 
of Carl Schmi! , &0&' . See now also Faye, Heidegger, pre+ y much passim. % e question of Gleichartigkeit and 
its cognates is di2  cult. Faye (ibid., chap. 7) argues forcefully that the use of these words signi! es only that 
Schmi+  and Heidegger were out and out racists. % e word means “homogeneity”"hence those who are 
like us. It is not necessarily a racist word, though it can be used that way. Even when it is used that way, 
as Schmi+  on occasion certainly does, it retains the broader sense of “like us.” As an American, I have no 
trouble saying that a Frenchman is not (in some sense) “like us.” % e concern in Schmi+  and Heidegger has 
to do with who is “like us,” and that o4 en gets understood in terms that exclude (German) Jews as being 
“like us.” % e consequences were awful.

&(-. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, &(– &&/ Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre 
des " omas Hobbes, #(– #&. % e reference is to Strauss’s &-.( Die Religions- Kritik Spinozas. Strauss argues that 
Spinoza seeks to undo the theological prejudices that keep the mind from “freie Wissenscha4 ” (Gesammelte 
Schri$ en, &:&07). Strauss will want to argue against Spinoza that philosophy cannot refute the possibility of 
revelation, a theme that will remain with him throughout his life. See his “Jerusalem and Athens” (&-7)), 
in his Jewish Philosophy and the Crisis of Modernity, ed. K. H. Green (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, &--)), .))– *(0. “Wisdom” requires not rejecting either (ibid., .)-).

&&(. See similar considerations in Palaver, “Carl Schmi+ , mythologue politique,” #(0– 7.
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political sovereignty). For instance, in chapter 0, referring to “the Jew Moses 
Mendelssohn,” Schmi+  notes that this la+ er’s Jerusalem; or, On Religious Power 
and Judaism is “also at the origin of the ! rst great and important confrontation 
between German wisdom and the Jewish tactic of distinguishing.”$$$ Jews, for 
Schmi+ , seek to pro! t from the space that Hobbes initially opens up between 
the secular and the spiritual. Bluntly, Schmi+ ’s anti- Semitism here is of a piece 
with his reasons for opposing pluralism and indirect powers. What makes 
Strauss wrong also makes Hobbes wrong and for Schmi+  also makes all of lib-
eralism wrong. If there were such a thing as a noncrude anti- Semitism, Carl 
Schmi+  seems to have it. (And I repeat: in life these distinctions ma+ ered li+ le 
if you were in or destined for Auschwitz.) What Schmi+  is not is a liberal.

In fact, it is with some degree of irony that one could say that Schmi+ ’s po-
sition resembles somewhat that of Marx in “On the Jewish Question.” In Ger-
many, Jews had been granted political rights during the Napoleonic period. 
% ese had been withdrawn a4 er Napoléon’s defeat. By the &/.(s, as Jews had 
moved into increasingly greater positions of prominence, and with the sup-
port of liberal gentile political forces, a push was made to grant political rights. 
Bruno Bauer, a “Young” and “Le4 ” Hegelian, had argued that Jews cannot be 
emancipated because they cling to their religion. For Bauer, there can be no 
special claims (being recognized as a Jew and a citizen or, for that ma+ er, as a 
Christian and a citizen). Marx’s response was that this was empirically wrong 
(he instantiates the United States) and that Bauer had confused political and 
human emancipation. Emancipation in the modern state proceeds only by 
depoliticizing certain areas (e.g., religion), but this simply preserves the realm 
of particularity and inequality. (If property is no longer a quali! cation for vot-
ing, the regime of property still remains.) “% e Jew has emancipated himself 
in a Jewish manner,” Marx wrote, “not only because he has acquired ! nancial 
power, but also because, through him and also apart from him, money has be-
come a world power and the practical Jewish spirit has become the practical 
spirit of the Christian nations.”$$, In e' ect, says Marx, what Bauer wants is to 
destroy the possible unity of human life by moving religion to civil society 
and separating it o'  from the political realm. In e' ect, human plays the role 

&&&. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, 7(/ Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre 
des " omas Hobbes, -.– -*.

&&#. Karl Marx, “On the Jewish Question,” in Selected Writings (Indianapolis: Hacke+ , #((#). In the 
! rst of the " eses on Feuerbach, Marx will identify and criticize the opposition of theoretical and practical 
as “dirty- Jewish.” “Jewish” is associated by Feuerbach and Marx with the practical egoism of civil society"
thus, the distinction is the same as in “On the Jewish Question.” Heinrich Meier (" e Lesson of Carl Schmi! , 
&0.) associates Schmi+  with Bauer rather than Marx.
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for Marx that political does for Schmi+ . Schmi+  certainly has no sympathy or 
support for what Marx calls species- being"his unity is of a Volk"but Marx’s 
critique of liberal a+ empts such as Bauer’s is made on grounds that are struc-
turally analogous to those of Schmi+ .

S C H M I T T ’ S  R E L A T I O N  T O  N A Z I S M

If Schmi+  sought to strengthen and recover the possibility of a true, uni! ed, 
Volk, what was his relation to Nazism? A Volk is not just a people but people 
uni! ed by having a common history, language, and destiny. We know that 
Schmi+  did join the NSDAP in &-.. and remained a member until the end. 
Many of his defenders argue, however, that his foremost concern in the early 
&-.(s was to strengthen the Weimar regime. I do not think it credible that this 
was his intent. It is true that Schmi+  sought in the pre- &-.. period to persuade 
the German chancellors (! rst Franz von Papen and then in &-.# Kurt von 
Schleicher) to proscribe all those political parties that were “enemies of the 
constitution”"by which he meant the Communists and the Nazis. % e con-
servative chancellors were to some degree receptive to Schmi+ ’s position and 
sought to invoke (and eventually did) Article */ of the Weimar constitution 
that permi+ ed what Schmi+  had called “commissarial dictatorship.”$$3 It is im-
portant to remember that, for an average middle- class German, the situation 
did, indeed, appear dire: there were frequently pitched ba+ les in the streets, 
most o4 en between Communists and Nazis. % e parliament appeared inca-
pable of resolving the situation. In the &-.( elections, the two strongest win-
ners were the Communists and the National Socialists, at the expense of the 
parliament- and democratic- process- oriented middle parties. Violent incidents 
became common, especially a4 er von Papen li4 ed the ban on the Nazi SA. In 
one such case involving Schmi+ , the Preussenschlag case of &-.#, where, a4 er 
the Altonaer Blutsonntag (a bloody gun! ght in the town of Altona between the 
SA and Communists), Chancellor von Papen had dismissed the Prussian So-
cial Democratic Party government with an invocation of Article */. % e Prus-
sians had challenged the move. At the trial, Schmi+ , in his brief to the court 
on behalf of von Papen, closed with a citation from Lincoln to the e' ect that a 
“house divided cannot stand.”$$5

&&.. Schmi+ , Die Diktatur.
&&*. See the account in the excellent Peter Caldwell, Popular Sovereignty and the Crisis of German Con-

stitutional Law (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, &--)), &7*– )7. Lincoln was, of course, citing the 
Bible: “Every kingdom divided against itself is brought to desolation; and a house divided against a house 
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Schmi+ ’s policy aims were certainly not to strengthen the Weimar regime 
as it existed but, by eliminating the elements deemed unconstitutional, to re-
place the Weimar regime with an authoritarian nationalist regime that would 
express the “real will” of the German people.$$6 It is fair to say that, at this point, 
Schmi+  hoped that such a regime could be shaped by eliminating through 
such dictatorship the socialists of the Le4  and the Right. (% e S in NSDAP was 
not there without reason.) However, when the Nazis obtained .).# percent of 
the vote in the July .&, &-.#, elections and ...& percent the following November 
(a4 er the formation of a government had proved impossible), the exclusion of 
the Nazi Party was simply not possible. Fearful of communism both domestic 
and foreign, a+ racted by Hitler’s decisiveness a4 er his appointment as chan-
cellor (Article */ remained in force), and possibly, as George Schwab suggests, 
intrigued by the fact that the new government’s actions seemed to con! rm his 
theoretical writings, Schmi+  had no di2  culty in joining the NSDAP.$$8 He 
proceeded to publish the same year Staat, Bewegung, Volk (State, movement, 
people),$$9 in which he tried to develop an articulated sense of these elements. 
Each one of the three words"state, movement, people"can be used to des-
ignate the entirety of the political unity. Each also describes, however, at the 
same time, a particular aspect and a speci! c element of this whole. So the state 
can be understood in the narrower sense as the political- statist part, the move-
ment as the political- dynamic element, and the people as a growing unpolitical 
side under the protection and in the shadow of political decisions.$$:

Schmi+  goes on to give primacy to the state: this was soon to get him into 
trouble with Nazi theorists, for whom the unity of the movement, as made 
manifest in the party as the leader’s personi! cation of the people, was primary. 
As noted, he was severely criticized in two articles in the Gestapo publication 
Das schwarze Korps. To be so a+ acked was not like ge+ ing a bad review"such 
a+ acks were, as Günter Maschke notes, “life- threatening.”$$; With explicit ref-
erence to Schmi+ , Waldemar Gurian, a social and religious theorist of consid-

falleth” (Luke &&:&)). See also Léon Schirmann, Altonaer Blutsonntag &*. Juli &'-/: Dichtungen und Wahrheit 
(Hamburg: Ergebnisse, &--*).

&&0. See Olivier Béaud, Les derniers jours de Weimar: Carl Schmi!  face à l’avènement du nazisme (Paris: 
Descartes, &--)).

&&7. Schwab, introduction to Schmi+ , " e Concept of the Political, xiv.
&&). Volk refers to a people with a common history and destiny.
&&/. Schmi+ , Staat, Bewegung , Volk, &#. Schwab also discusses part of this quote (introduction to 

Schmi+ , " e Concept of the Political, xv).
&&-. Günter Maschke, “Zum ‘Leviathan’ von Carl Schmi+ ,” in Schmi+ , Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre 

des " omas Hobbes, &/*.
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erable importance and brilliance who had been a student of Schmi+ ’s and was 
now in exile in Switzerland, wrote an article entitled “On the Path to Emigra-
tion or the Concentration Camp?”$,<

% is is the context in which Schmi+  writes his Hobbes book. If he was pro-
tected by Hermann Goering from direct consequences, he nonetheless clearly 
had important reasons to be frightened. In his interrogation a4 er the war, he 
indicates that, until &-.7, he “considered it possible to give meaning to [the 
Nazi] catchwords.” He claims that his Hobbes book was wri+ en as a form of 
resistance to and critique of Nazism (or at least what Nazism had become or re-
vealed itself as).$,$ Martin Heidegger was to make much the same claim about 
his lectures on Nietzsche and his refusal there of any biological interpretation 
of Nietzsche’s thought. As noted, Schmi+  claimed to have wri+ en le+ ers to 
friends in &-./ in which he compares himself to Benito Cereno, the ship cap-
tain of Melville’s novella who is forced to go along with the slaves who have 
taken over his ship. He sought to have those le+ ers serve as a foreword to his 
Hobbes book; the book would, thus, have an esoteric message made neces-
sary by a time of persecution.

To this there are two questions: First, does the Hobbes book in fact con-
stitute, albeit esoterically, an act of resistance to the Nazi movement? Second, 
what does one make of such an act if there is one?

It is the case, I think, that several of the doctrines put forth in this book go 
against the orthodoxy of the Nazi state. Schmi+ ’s a+ ack on indirect powers and 
pluralism, the concept of the total state (thus with no privilege to a party), the 
apparent approval of the “law- state elements of Hobbes’ state and law teach-
ing” (gesetzesstaatlichen Elements der Staats- und Rechtslehre von Hobbes), the 
approval of the doctrine nulla peona, nullum crimen sine lege (“no punishment, 
no crime without law”)$,,"these do in some sense constitute a se+ ing him-
self apart from o2  cial Nazi doctrine. But, here again, the fact that one fell out 
of favor with what had become the o2  cial line does not mean that one was 
not in some important sense in accord with what the regime was trying to do. 
Trotsky remains a Communist even a4 er exile.

&#(. Gurian was a German- Russian Jew who had converted to Catholicism. He was the one who desig-
nated Schmi+  as the “Kronjuristen des Dri+ en Reiches.” He later emigrated to the United States and taught 
political science at the University of Notre Dame, where he founded the journal Review of Politics. He was 
a friend of Hannah Arendt’s; she devotes a chapter to him in her Men in Dark Times (New York: Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, &-7/).

&#&. “Interrogation of Carl Schmi+  at Nuremberg by Robert Kempner,” Telos )# (&-/)): &-)– #().
&##. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, )&, )./ Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre 

des " omas Hobbes, &&#, &&0.
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Do they, however, constitute an act of resistance? Here, I would like to asso-
ciate myself with the analysis of Etienne Balibar.$,3 He argues that what resis-
tance there is comes, not from what Schmi+  chooses to say about Hobbes, but, 
rather, . om Hobbes himself. Schmi+ ’s engagement with Hobbes is constant and 
changing over the course of his life"and this is because Schmi+  keeps coming 
up against questions that he cannot answer. % e arguments in Staat, Bewegung, 
Volk do not in the end work either as a constitutional alternative to Weimar or 
as an a+ empt to formulate a theory of the Nazi state. Schmi+  accuses legal pos-
itivism (e.g., Kelsen)$,5 of necessarily but unconsciously combining normativ-
ism and decisionism. To this he opposes a theory of law that combines deci-
sionism and institutionalism. % e problem of doing this in relation to Hobbes 
is that Hobbes combines decisionism and institutionalism in a manner that 
also equates natural law with civil law. As Hobbes says (though Balibar does 
not note this) in the Latin Leviathan: “Natural law is eternal, divine, and in-
scribed only in human hearts. But there are very few men who know how to 
examine their own heart and read what is wri+ en there. % us it is from wri+ en 
laws that men know what they must do or avoid.”$,6 % us, Schmi+ ’s engage-
ment with Hobbes brings him back again and again to the inextricable relation 
of the political and the normative.$,8 % at he takes Hobbes seriously means 
that he cannot remain content with many of his own formulations. What re-
sistance there is seems consequent to his engagement with Hobbes"one is 
not sure whether this is a consolation.

What, ! nally, are we to make of Schmi+ ’s anti- Judaism? I noted above that it 
is a position consonant with his hostility to pluralism, indirect powers, and the 
political theory of the Enlightenment in general. Heinrich Meier argues, cor-
rectly I think, that Schmi+ ’s anti- Judaism had a di' erent source than Nazi anti-
 Semitism but led him easily to a+ ach himself to the Nazi position.$,9 It is also 
the case that his pronouncements on these ma+ ers during the period &-..– .7 
are of a violence that goes well beyond a genteel bourgeois anti- Semitism.$,: It 

&#.. Balibar, “Le Hobbes de Schmi+ , le Schmi+  de Hobbes,” *)' .
&#*. See the discussion in my foreword to Political " eology, xvii– xviii.
&#0. % omas Hobbes, Léviathan, ed. F. Tricaud (Paris: Siley, &-//), )((. See my “% e Sacred Quality of 

Politics” as well as my “How to Write Scripture.”
&#7. Hobbes, Leviathan, chap. .(: “It belongeth therefore to the o2  ce of a legislator, (such as is in all 

commonwealths the supreme representative, be it one man, or an assembly,) to make the reason perspicu-
ous, why the law was made; and the body of the law itself, as short, but in as proper, and signi! cant terms, 
as may be.”

&#). Meier, " e Lesson of Carl Schmi! , &0.' .
&#/. In his address to the &-.7 conference “Judaism and Jurisprudence,” which he had organized, he 

says: “But the profoundest and ultimate meaning of this ba+ le (against Judaism and Bolshevism) and thus 
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is also the case that, even postwar, although more quietly, Schmi+  continues 
to espouse an anti- Judaism.

% e source of this anti- Judaism comes in Schmi+ ’s belief that the event of 
Christianity is political rather than religious. And this, in turn, comes from his 
engagement with and reading of Hobbes. In the Leviathan, Hobbes writes that 
the proclamation “Jesus is the Christ” entails obedience to the laws of the sov-
ereign even if that sovereign be “an in! del.” So Jesus as the Messiah entails the 
establishment of the earthly kingdom and, thus, sovereignty. As Hobbes also 
says: “If then Christ whilst he was on earth, had no kingdom in this world, to 
what end was his ! rst coming? It was to restore unto God, by a new covenant, 
the kingdom, which being his by the old covenant, had been cut o'  by the re-
bellion of the Israelites in the election of Saul. Which to do, he was to preach 
unto them, that he was the Messiah, that is, the king promised to them by the 
prophets.”$,; Schmi+  picks up on this and, in the Glossarium, draws a severe 
conclusion:

% e most important sentence of Hobbes remains: Jesus is the Christ. % e 
power of such a sentence also works even if it is pushed to the margins of a 
conceptual system of an intellectual structure, even if it is apparently pushed 
outside the conceptual circle. % is deportation is analogous to the domes-
tication of Christ undertaken by Dostojewski’s Grand Inquisitor. Hobbes 
expresses and grounds scienti! cally what Dostojewski’s Grand Inquisitor 
does: to neutralize the e' ect of Christ in the social and political sphere; to 
deanarchize Christianity, while leaving it at the same time as a kind of legit-
imating e' ect and in any case not to do without it. A clever tactician gives 
up nothing as long as it is not completely useless. Christianity was not yet 
spent. % us we can ask if the grand Inquisitor of Dostojewski is closer to 
the Roman church or to Hobbes’s sovereign. . . . Name your enemy and I 
will tell you who you are. Hobbes and the Roman church: the enemy is our 
characteristic question as form.$3<

also of our work today, lies expressed in the Führer’s sentence: ‘In fending o'  the Jew, I ! ght for the work of 
the Lord.’ ” Cited from Meier, " e Lesson of Carl Schmi! , &0*. % e sentence in question comes from the end 
of the second chapter of Mein Kampf (Munich: NSDAP Zentralverlag, &-.0), )(. % e passage is preceded 
by: “If the Jew with the help of his Marxist concepts triumphs over the peoples of this world, then his prize 
will be the death- dance of mankind, then this planet will once again traverse the aether devoid of human 
beings as it had done for millions of year.”

&#-. Hobbes, Leviathan, chaps. *., *&.
&.(. Schmi+ , Glossarium, entry for May #., &-*-. % ese paragraphs draw from my “% e Sacred Qual-

ity of Politics.”
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Schmi+ , it should be noted, defended the Inquisition as a model of fairness (at 
least in theory): “It was a terribly humane measure when Pope Innocent III 
created the ‘Inquisitorial Law.’ % e Inquisition was probably perhaps the most 
humane institution conceivable, since it came from the standpoint that no one 
accused could be condemned without a confession. When, in the course of a 
century, the practice of the Inquisition degenerated into torture, because one 
wanted a confession, and had to extort it, that is indeed a dark chapter of cul-
tural history, but seen in terms of legal history, even today the idea of Inquisi-
tion can hardly be touched.”$3$

Schmi+  notes, as had Hobbes, that there is in Christianity a dangerous ten-
dency to introduce rebellion into the political realm. Hobbes and Hegel in par-
ticular try to tame this tendency and make use of it in the political realm, by 
linking religion to the state. Schmi+ ’s approval is strong: Hobbes and Hegel 
are, as is the church, what he calls katechontes, de! ned by Saint Paul in # % ess. 
#:7– ) as “those who hold” back the Apocalypse, thus, for Schmi+ , those who 
slow down the complete neutralization of what is important about religion 
for the state.$3, While there are katechontes in every period, the greatest one 
has been the Catholic Church, and Schmi+  thus ! nds himself in alliance with 
the grand inquisitor in Dostoyevsky.$33 What is striking here is that Hobbes 
and Schmi+  think that the Leviathan (as mortal God, hence as Christ/ Mes-
siah) holds back the kingdom of God on this earth or at least makes no move 
to bring it about. % is is why this is a political theology and not a theological 
politics. Hobbes is clear that, once the Tower of Babel destroyed the unity of 
the human species and the Hebrews elected Saul as king, there would and 
could be no actual kingdom of God on this earth until the Second Coming. 
Until that time that ends time"the eschaton"the kings of this earth were, in 
e' ect, Christs, and they should, therefore, be obeyed in the manner that one 
would obey God as king. Earthly kingdoms thus are godly in that they hold 
back human instincts toward anarchy and chaos until the Second Coming. 
If Jesus as God will be absent until he returns, we need all the more a Jesus 
of this earth"a sovereign"until then. Jesus as God plays no real role in 

&.&. Carl Schmi+ , Der Angri,  (Berlin), & September &-.7, quoted from Balakrishnan, " e Enemy, #(..
&.#. % e katechon reappears in the thought of Dietrich Bonhoe' er but not as a being exempt from sin, 

as he tends to be in Schmi+ ’s work. See the discussion in Wolfgang Palaver, “Collective Security: Oppor-
tunities and Problems from the Perspective of Catholic Social Teaching,” in Peace in Europe, Peace in the 
World: Reconciliation, Creation and International Institutions, Iustitia et Pax, Österreichische Kommission 
Dokumentation, vol. * (Wien: Südwind, #((.), /7– &(#.

&... I am helped in part of this by Palaver, “Carl Schmi+ , mythologue politique.”
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 Hobbes’s vision of politics (as long as people do not act contrary to the com-
mands of the mortal God, they can think privately what they want). Like the 
grand inquisitor, Hobbes’s politicization of theology keeps the anarchic truth 
of the God Jesus away from this world. And this means that Jews, who deny 
that Jesus is the Messiah, constitute a threat to Schmi+ ’s entire political doc-
trine. % is is the oldest form of anti- Semitism given a new twist: the denial of 
Christ as the Messiah constitutes a threat to the possibility of political order 
and furthers the depoliticization and neutralization of humanity.

C O N C L U D I N G  T H O U G H T S

What might one say at the end? % e friend/ enemy de! nition of politics that 
underpins Schmi+ ’s analysis has the advantage of keeping combatants from 
seeing their enemy as criminal. Schmi+  writes in the Concept of the Political: “As 
such humanity cannot wage war but it has no enemy, at least not on this planet. 
% e concept of humanity eliminates the concept of the enemy, because in re-
lation to the enemy one does not cease to be a human being and here there is 
no particular di' erentiation” (CP, 0*– 00/ 0*– 00). Should, however, a con1 ict 
occur where one group conceives of itself as ! ghting for humanity, then its op-
ponents will be understood as criminals and a danger to humanity. At the end 
of the book he tells us: “" e opponent is no longer called enemy, but becomes a 
breaker and disturber of the peace, hors la loi and hors l’humanité” (CP, )-/ )) [my 
italics]). Schmi+  wrote these words in apparent response to the “war to end 
all wars” as conceived by Woodrow Wilson. % ey anticipate critically, how-
ever, the accusation of “crimes against humanity” that has become increasingly 
standard fare since the trials at Nuremberg. % e grounds for this universalism, 
however, are laid in Pauline universalism, the universalism that claims to a' ect 
everyone in the same way. If the political requires friends, enemies, and con-
1 ict, then, in the end, the universalism of Jesus’ life undermines Schmi+ ian 
politics"which is why Schmi+  is on the side of the grand inquisitor.

Whether or not one accepts Schmi+ ’s model of the church, the strength of 
his theory is that he recognizes that human beings will respond to the possi-
bility of a vigorous public sphere. It is for this reason that the Volk legitimates 
and is legitimated by the sovereign. Liberalism, with its neutrality toward ! nal 
claims, is incapable of providing this. Here, one thinks of the work of John 
Rawls, who explicitly denies that his theory of justice requires a notion of 
truth, asserting that justice is composed only of that to which reasonable be-
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ings with a given similar history will rationally consent.$35 % is perhaps seems 
safer, but it may also make people yearn for something more and runs the risk 
that the satisfaction of that yearning will be disastrous.

% e sovereign in e' ect provides a simulacrum of the transcendental realm 
that is no longer available. It is maintained by the importance of struggle"
of having enemies. Armies clashing by night are the basis of political stability. 
One needs enemies"and, as noted, having an enemy is an honorable state. 
% ere are, however, also consequences to construing ma+ ers as Schmi+  does. 
First, if you are not an enemy"and, here, it is telling that he portrays Jews as 
bystanders seeking to pro! t from con1 icts"and if you are not a criminal (as 
above), then you are a monster. Judaism plays an important role in Schmi+ ’s 
thought as it is the source of the denial of Christ. In the picture that ends his 
Leviathan book, he gives us the reproduction of a strange image of a great sea 
monster. % e picture makes sense only if one places it back in its original con-
text.$36 % ere one ! nds that the sea monster has been caught on a ! shing line by 
God, using a hook of Jesus on the cross as bait. % e picture in Schmi+ ’s book 
eliminates everything except the recumbent ! sh. Whereas without the Mes-
siah the Leviathan, says Schmi+ , is an “externally all- powerful and inwardly 
impotent concentration of power,” when caught on God’s ! shhook it becomes 
the total state.$38 One can think of Schmi+ ’s work as the a+ empt to create in 
this world the equivalent of the nonworldly God. % us, Schmi+  gives us only 
the ! sh and not the whole picture as a warning of the consequences of Juda-
ism. But it can also be the consequence of any being that does not ! t into the 
friend/ enemy category: our world has seen such in increasing numbers, be it 
the refugee, the stateless person, the seeker of asylum.

% e second consequence appears in what Schmi+  makes available as the 

&.*. John Rawls, “Justice as Fairness: Political Not Metaphysical,” in Collected Papers (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, #((&), .-0. % is ma+ er is more complex, however. One should re1 ect carefully 
on the di' erence and similarity of the usage by each of the political. For both, it can take place in a realm 
that is not law governed"for Schmi+  in the state of exception and for Rawls in the original position. See 
Miguel Va+ er, “% e Idea of Public Reason and the Reason of the State: Schmi+  and Rawls on the Political,” 
Political " eory .7, no. # (#((/): #.-– )&.

&.0. I am indebted here to Heinrich Meier, " e Lesson of Carl Schmi! , &&*, &)*. Meier notes that, al-
though Schmi+  does not cite the original picture, he does cite the article “Antichrist” in the same volume 
(the twel4 h- century Hortus deliciarum) in which the original appears. Look for the second and you will ! nd 
the ! rst. See Schmi+ , Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre des " omas Hobbes, &0– &7.

&.7. Schmi+ , " e Leviathan in the State " eory of " omas Hobbes, 7&/ Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre 
des " omas Hobbes, -.– -* (also cited by Meier [" e Lesson of Carl Schmi! , &&*] but with a di' erent inter-
pretation).
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kind of justi! cation that the past (and, perhaps, to some degree the present) 
American administration o' ers in relation to the War on Terror. Since any ter-
rorist a+ ack is, by de! nition, an exceptional case and monstrous (for the United 
States at present, Islamo- fascism takes the place of Judaism), the president can 
claim to act with emergency powers. And, indeed, on September &* and #., #((&, 
President Bush invoked the National Emergencies Act$39 and a4 erward justi! ed 
his actions (such as spying on individuals without court orders) because “it is 
a necessary part of my job.”$3: Jay Bybee, the head of the Legal Council of the 
Justice Department, said in #((# that “the President enjoys complete discretion 
in the exercise of his Commander- in-Chief authority and in conducting oper-
ations against hostile forces,” and a memo from February of that year argued 
that “detainees have no inherent protection under the Geneva Convention"
the condition of their imprisonment, good, bad, and otherwise, is solely at the 
discretion of the President.”$3; % e actions of the past and, perhaps, the present 
American administration are, thus, entirely consonant with Schmi+ ’s doctrine 
of exception and of the kind of justi! cation that the sovereign can o' er for his 
acts in such cases. Indeed, it would seem to follow that the nature of modernity 
is to increasingly make all situations exceptional. One can only note that, at the 
time of this writing, as William Scheuerman reminds us,$5< the United States has 
on its books a su2  cient number of emergency powers, established sine die, to 
allow the executive free hand at the rule of all aspects of this country. % e past 
American administration ruled that certain prisoners in the War on Terror have, 
in e' ect, no status at all, not even that of a person charged with a crime.$5$

Schmi+  had followed a sovereign for a while and then renounced him with-
out renouncing that vision of sovereignty. In his testimony at Nuremberg, he 
identi! es &-.7 as the date when he “renounced the devil,” presumably a4 er 
the a+ ack on him in Das schwarze Korps.$5, In Benito Cereno, the end was not 
so easy. % e chilling and uncompromising end to Melville’s account of these 
ma+ ers is as follows:

&.). See Harold Relyea, “Terrorist A+ acks and National Emergencies Act Declarations,” Congressional 
Research Service Report RS#&(&) (Washington, DC: Library of Congress, January ), #((0).

&./. “Transcript: President Bush’s Press Conference: &#/ &-/ #((0,” h+ p:// www .freerepublic .com
/ focus/ f- news/ &0*.*((/ posts.

&.-. Relyea, Relyea, “Terrorist A+ acks and National Emergencies Act Declarations.”
&*(. See Balakrishnan and Scheuerman, “Among Enemies.”
&*&. Agamben, State of Exception, *, compares their situation to those of Jews in Nazi concentration 

camps.
&*#. Carl Schmi+ , Ex captivate salus (French ed.), *&.
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As for the black"whose brain, not body, had schemed and led the revolt, 
with the plot"his slight frame, inadequate to that which it held, had at once 
yielded to the superior muscular strength of his captor, in the boat. Seeing 
all was over, he u+ ered no sound, and could not be forced to. His aspect 
seemed to say: since I cannot do deeds, I will not speak words. Put in irons 
in the hold, with the rest, he was carried to Lima. During the passage Don 
Benito did not visit him. Nor then, nor at any time a4 er, would he look at 
him. Before the tribunal he refused. When pressed by the judges he fainted. 
On the testimony of the sailors alone rested the legal identity of Babo. And 
yet the Spaniard would, upon occasion, verbally refer to the Negro, as has 
been shown; but look on him he would not, or could not.

 Some months a4 er, dragged to the gibbet at the tail of a mule, the black 
met his voiceless end. % e body was burned to ashes; but for many days, the 
head, that hive of subtlety, ! xed on a pole in the Plaza, met, unabashed, the 
gaze of the whites; and across the Plaza looked toward St. Bartholomew’s 
church, in whose vaults slept then, as now, the recovered bones of Aranda; 
and across the Rimac bridge looked toward the monastery, on Mount Ago-
nia without; where, three months a4 er being dismissed by the court, Benito 
Cereno, borne on the bier, did, indeed, follow his leader.$53

If Kant le4  us with an ambivalence between the creator genius and the specta-
tor, there are no spectators in Schmi+ .

&*.. Melville, Benito Cereno, )00.
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